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WOW Tech Group debuts Arcwave Ion

letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

Pleasure Air stroker

Halfway through October,
this strange feeling came
over me, telling me that
something was off. Well,
of course something is off,
you may think - after all,
we are in the midst of a
global pandemic that has
been dictating our lives
for months. And yes, that
is true, but it’s not what I
mean. It was a feeling that
something was missing. A
feeling that you are missing
something. Looking at the
calendar, I quickly realised
what that thing was: eroFame. Just like so many other
events in our industry, the
Hanover trade show had
been cancelled, robbing us
of an opportunity to meet
in person, to do business,
have a good time, and
celebrate our industry. I
guess it is true what people
say: You only really learn to
appreciate certain things
when you don’t have them
anymore. But let’s not
wallow in nostalgia and
wistfulness - the wheels
always keep on turning, so
what good is it to look back
at October and that empty
eroFame slot? Instead, let’s
look ahead and focus on
the hope that eroFame will
be back next year. Which
is tantamount to the hope
that the situation will improve and that we will beat
that virus. I guess that is a
wish we can all get behind.

Berlin, Germany - WOW Tech Group is proud to introduce the newest member of its house
of brands – Arcwave. Pushing the boundaries of penis pleasure and redefining modern masculinity, Arcwave revolutionizes male masturbation and closes an existing gap in the market.

T

he first product from the line is
Arcwave Ion, the world’s first
Pleasure Air stroker, the company
says. After the pre-launch in October, Arcwave Ion will be available
to all B2B partners from the end of
November 2020 and will be launched globally on December 10,
2020. Ion costs 189 € / 169 £. Ion
uses a re-imagined version of the
revolutionary and patented technology that Womanizer first disrupted
the sexual wellness market with six
years ago – now designed specifically
for penis pleasure, using more intense
air pressure and a wider surface spread.
While Womanizer uses pulsating air waves to deliver powerful clitoral orgasms,
the Arcwave innovation team re-engineered Pleasure Air specifically for penis
stimulation. Pacinian receptors located
in the clitoris, are the nerve endings that
provide particularly intense orgasms.
These receptors also exist in the frenulum – located on the underside of the tip
of the penis that connects the glans with
the foreskin – but are often not sufficiently stimulated by hand or traditional
strokers to provide the same powerful
climax. Using Arcwave’s Pleasure Air, Ion
is able to target the Pacinian receptors
in the frenulum and provide orgasms

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Johnson
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that are more intense, varied, and come
with a more dramatic build-up. After
more than two years of research, over a
dozen prototypes and regular input from
the international MasturbaTEAM tester
panel, Arcwave engineers and designers
succeeded in completing Ion. About 100
men have tested the toy so far and 70%
of them describe the orgasm as unique,
explosive, more intense and longer than
their previous masturbation orgasms.
Because a recent qualitative survey
confirms that these experiences are
comparable to the feeling of women’s
orgasms, WOW Tech is launching the
product with a campaign that focuses
on the comparison, touting a “new kind
of orgasm” for men that will answer the
question “Ever wonder what a female
orgasm feels like?”
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 2 0

Cottelli Collection in a new look & feel
ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - All the items from Cottelli Collection will now be delivered in new environmentally- friendly packaging
that’s in a new look. The changeover is a gradual process and this could result in mixed stock for a short period of time.

B

will affect all the Cottelli Collection
groups: Lingerie, Plus, Bondage,
Party, Costumes, Stockings, Accessoires and High Heels. Furthermore, Cottelli Collection Plus has
now been renamed and will change
to ‘Curves’ and Cottelli Collection
Stockings will change to ‘Legwear’.

oth the old and the new packaging have
numerous pictures of the product and a
description of the product in nine languages as
well. Cottelli Collection stands for exclusive fashion for extravagant women. The versatile fashion
label has become one of the best-selling lingerie
labels in the erotic industry over the past few
years. The changeover to the new packaging
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Lily Allen announces

collaboration with Womanizer
Liberty by Lily Allen
Berlin, Germany - In her continuing quest to create a more open, sex positive society Lily
Allen has spent the past several months working with German brand Womanizer to create
her very own product, the ‘Liberty’.

A

fter the pre-launch on October 22nd,
Liberty by Lily Allen will be available to all B2B partners from November
23rd, 2020 and costs 99€ / £ 69 / CHF
119. The limited edition especially designed for the independent woman. Small,
lightweight, stylish, and discreet in design.
The Liberty model comes with a magnetic cap and six intensity levels, simple
two-button operation and is feather-light,
perfect for travel and discreet in handbags. Together with Lily, Womanizer
created new packaging and a bold colour
scheme for the product itself. Lily joins
the company as Chief Liberation Officer,
leading the charge on their #IMasturbate campaign, raising awareness for sex
positivity and female masturbation. Lily’s
relationship with Womanizer began when

she mentioned using their products in her
Sunday Times best-selling memoir My
Thoughts Exactly. Talking about discovering her own sexual pleasure while on the
Sheezus tour, she wrote “And since you
ask if I had to pick one vibrator above all
the others, I recommend the Womanizer”.
Lily and Womanizer want to challenge
existing assumptions and myths with the
#IMasturbate campaign and invite people
to reflect on their own, often negative
attitudes towards this topic. “Sex toys are
still seen as a taboo subject because they
are related to masturbation and female
pleasure. Female pleasure in itself is a
taboo subject. The only way to make taboo subjects no longer taboo is to speak
about them openly, frequently and without
shame or guilt”, says Lily. 

New products from Grey Velvet
Wadgassen, Germany - Whether a
2-piece harness set consisting of a bra
made of lace with underwires and width
adjustable elastic bands, andpanties
made of lace with elastic bands and variable suspender straps, or a 4-piece
suspender set including a bra made of
transparent mesh with adjustable elastic
bands, adjustable straps and hook closures in the back, a suspender belt made of
08

adjustable elastic bands with adjustable
suspenders, cuffs (chain included) and a
string, in the ST RUBBER range you will
find many sexy lingerie novelties of the
brand Grey Velvet. If you have any
further questions, ST RUBBER’s
customer service will be happy to help
under the telephone number: +49
6834 4006-0 or simply visit the online
shop: www.strubbi.com
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 2 0

Colourful Love
New from Tonga
Axel, The Netherlands - The Colourful Love
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collection by Dream Toys has recently been
added to the ever growing Dream Toys range.
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n line with the names of other
Dream Toys collections such
as Vibes of Love, Cheeky Love,
Solid Love, Real Love and Rings
of Love this collection has a
Love name as well: Colourful
Love because of their rainbow
colours, obviously! They not
only stand out because of their
bright colours but certainly
because of their high quality
too. They are made of liquid
silicone, which is soft and
phthalate free and have a strong suction cup
base that sticks firmly to any flat and smooth
surface. The collection includes 10 toys:
Colourful plugs in 3 sizes, Colourful dildos in
3 sizes, Colourful anal plugs in 3 sizes and
a Colourful solid dildo with a strap-on harness. They come in a sleek packaging with a
white background and purple details. The
style and packaging of the toys will be an eye
catcher for any shop because of the bright
Pride colours that makes them look so cheerful!For customers interested to display the
Colourful Love toys in a really attractive way to
their customers, to try out presentation and to
drive sales at low cost, Tonga offers a Starter
Kit. The Starter Kit contains 14 Colourful Love
products, some testers, sell sheets and
multifunctional slat wall toy stands. For
inspiration some examples of product
presentations are included. 
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10% discount on WARMup &

20% discount on JOYDIVISION Toys
JOYDIVISION
Hanover, Germany - Especially in the cold season people long for some relaxation and love.
The warming massage product WARMup with 10 % discount in combination with
JOYDIVISION Toys 20 % discount could be the ideal gift to match the dark evenings.

T

hanks to the food-safe aromas, the
tempting treats can also seduce the
taste buds - completely calorie-free! The
exquisite active ingredients of WARMup provide a pleasant warmth on the
skin and the vibrations of the joysticks
complete the experience. Light breathing
reinforces the stimulating warmth effect of
the liquid and ensures wonderful relaxation and the desire for more. Dermatological tests confirm the high quality of
the products manufactured in Germany.
Original JOYDIVISION WARMup is availa-

B Swish closes 2020 with

ble in the delicious fragrances and flavors
‚Caramel‘, ‚Vanilla‘, ‚Strawberry‘, ‚Cherry‘,
‚Raspberry‘, ‚Mango + Passion Fruit‘ and
‚Green Apple‘. The JOYDIVISION toys
range from the XPANDER (proststatatoy),
the Joyballs to the classic Silikomed rod
vibrators.For all retailers it means: Fast
access while stocks last. Simply direct the
order to sales@JOYDIVISION.de. The offer for is valid for WARMup from November 1, 2020 to December 15, 2020 and
for JOYDIVISION Toys from November 1,
2020 to January 31, 2021.

‘Waves of Pleasure’ Collection

Los Angeles, USA - B Swish concluded
an eventful 2020 with the release of the
company’s new Fall collection, Waves
of Pleasure. Immediately available for
wholesale orders, the affordable luxury
brand unveiled the Bfilled Basic Plus
Wave massaging plug, the Bcharmed
Basic Wave couples’ ring, and the Bhandy Classic Wave stroker. According to B
Swish representatives, these new products
are targeted at a broad audience that
includes couples and solos of all genders.
The rep describes all three new releases
as ideal for anyone seeking a high-quality,
novice-level pleasure product to diversify
10

play time without breaking the bank. “The
Wave Collection is a great starting point for
people who are just starting to introduce
toys into their sex life. The low price point
means they’re accessible to more people,”
said B Swish. “The new wave texture is an
intriguing feature that additionally attracts
more experienced consumers, too.”
Retailers will appreciate the new Basics
collection packaging, which makes these
Waves of Pleasure products perfect for
POP/impulse purchases. The B Swish
team chose these 3 particular designs
in response to market demand for more
affordable, body-safe silicone toys. 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 2 0

The renewed 2Seduce

collection for more seduction
Cobeco

Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands - The
2Seduce collection by Cobeco Pharma has been
renewed – the formulas have been renewed, the
packaging is restyled and now all bottles have a
great new dispenser on them.

0598216

S

eduction is part of
creating a desire for
each other. It is the enticement of a person to
sexual intercourse. For
some it is an easy task,
but for others it can be
a challenge. Insecurities
about their appearance
are one of the reasons many women hold
back and refrain from seducing their partner
like how they want to. Even when they try and
succeed, insecure thoughts about their body
and intimate parts will come to mind when
they get naked in front of the other person.
The renewed/reformulated 2Seduce collection
wants women to feel and be confident about
themselves and not worry about how they
look, smell, or taste. A common insecurity
many women have, especially women who
gave birth or are above 40 years old, is that
their vagina is not like how it was when they
were younger; 2Seduce Tightening Gel is a
great gel to re-shape the vagina by hydrating
and nourishing this sensitive area of her body.
Another common insecurity women of all ages
have is that their vagina does not taste or
smell nice; 2Seduce Strawberry Oral Gel is
her ideal partner to feel tasty again and
seduce her partner with a sensual smell and
taste of strawberries.

0593052
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SHOTS teams up with Lovehoney
Fifty Shades of Grey, Blowyo, Happy Rabbit & Sqweel
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Lovehoney’s most popular lines Fifty Shades of
Grey, Blowyo, Happy Rabbit and Sqweel are now available at SHOTS.

J

ade Bawa, Lovehoney’s Sales Executive commented: “Lovehoney is always
looking to expand its B2B partnerships
globally and taking SHOTS onboard was
a natural and meaningful move for us.
This partnership demonstrates our commitment to continuing the success and
growth of our best-loved Happy Rabbit
and Fifty Shades Of Grey ranges, along
with our other key trade brands”. For
SHOTS this feeling was absolutely mutual,
as they too can identify with Lovehoney’s

mantra in spreading sexual happiness
and converting millions of people, who are
considering sex toys, to take that leap.
SHOTS has a hands-on team for continued customer support and assistance
including regular visits. “We are excited
to continue spreading the word and help
create better sex lives for everyone”, said
Jade. The SHOTS team is very optimistic
about this new partnership and is excited
to share Lovehoney’s products to their
valued customers.

Xgen Products is shipping new Maliboo vibes
Horsham, USA - Maliboo, now shipping
from Xgen Products, is a brand-new collection of brightly colored stimulators that
offer a fun and festive look, with seamless
lines and soft, smooth surfaces.
“The Maliboo collection is a great new addition to the Xgen roster of brands,” said
Andy Green, President of Xgen Products.
“With 15 different vibrations patterns and
additional pleasure enhancing features,
Maliboo is sure to spice up each and
every solo or partnered session!”
Surf the surging swell of orgasmic
pleasure from 15 vibration patterns
with a flexible finger vibe featuring an
ergonomic design that snugly keeps it
in place. As revitalizing as a day at the
beach, Zuma features a uniquely shaped
12

fluttering tip featuring 15 vibration patterns
to stimulate all of your hottest erogenous
zones. Allow yourself to get carried away
by this Wave of powerful stimulation from
15 thrilling vibration patterns and a textured tip. Wave’s ergonomic design gives it
a dynamic flex for the perfect reach, and
the one-touch function maximizes power
for intense pleasure. “As an added benefit
for retailers, the Maliboo collection has
testers available, along with a convenient
display that can sit on a counter or hang
on a slatwall,” added Green.
All items in the Maliboo collection feature
a one-touch function that maximizes power for intense pleasure, are waterproof,
USB rechargeable and have an ergonomic design.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 2 0

ExxxiteMe.com celebrates
new biz expansion
Linnea Marie
Pittsburgh, USA - Sex educator Linnea Marie
has expanded her pleasure industry consulting
business with a new website design, updated
B2B and B2C services, and an online adult
boutique at exxxiteme.com.

C

ompany
founder
and CEO Linnea
Marie redesigned
exxxiteme to be
more interactive,
user-friendly, and frequently updated with
Linnea’s evolving resume.
Linnea is available to pleasure industry
businesses for myriad marketing, product
and brand design, and event consultation
services, including workshops and public
speaking engagements. Nearing 10 years
in her career as a sexual health advisor,
Linnea is also in the process of becoming a
Certified Clinical Sex Coach through the Dr.
Rachael Institute, recognized by the American
College of Sexologists. Linnea is available
directly to consumers through customizable
consultations. Couples and singles alike
are encouraged to book a session for all
their intimate needs, including sex toy
advice, tips on enhancing pleasure for
all genders and relationship styles, and
discovering one’s unique sexuality with
self-love and body confidence. Last, but
certainly not least, Linnea has greatly
expanded the exxxiteme web boutique with
a curated collection of sex toys, lubricants
and condoms, and t-shirts designed by
Linnea herself. 
13
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Neutral Erotic Calendars 2021
ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale’s new, neutral calendars for 2021 are now
available – get your new versions of the best-selling calendars, which guarantee a sale,
now! The erotic specialist has eight different versions available this year.

T

he pin-up calendars are shrink
wrapped in packs of 10 for damage-free delivery. Pin-up Calendar Sexy
Girls 2021: Sweeten day-to-day life every
month with these sweet girls, which show
off their hot bodies to you in exciting
poses! Pin-up calendar, colour photos
(softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up Calendar Big Boobs 2021: Hot girls with sexy
curves expertly putting their boobs in the
limelight. Pin-up calendar, colour photos
(softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up Calendar Hot Ass 2021: Enjoy the backsides
of lovely girls in hot poses – a must-have
for bum lovers! Pin-up calendar, colour
photos (softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. Pinup Calendar Men 2021: A masculine ‘treat’ every month: muscly guys that will whet
your appetite! Pin-up calendar, black/white
photos (softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. Pinup Calendar Real Cocks 2021:  Would

you like anything else? These guys show
off what they have! Pin-up calendar, black/
white photos (softcore). Size 297 x 420
mm. Pin-up Calendar Abierta Fina exclusive Grirls 2021: Stylish lingerie dreams: Pinup calendar with 12 classy colour photos
of breathtaking dream girls in revealing
crotchless lingerie (pixelated) from Abierta
Fina. Pin-up calendar, colour photos
(softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up
Calendar Hot Girls 2021: Hot girls show
everything month after month … Pin-up
calendar, colour photos (hardcore).
Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up Porn
Calendar 2021: An intense and in-depth
look into the world of porn: there is an
extreme position to suit everyone’s taste,
whether it is oral, anal or vaginal! Pin-up
calendar, colour photos (hardcore). Size
297 x 420 mm. Delivery possible only
while stocks last.

ST RUBBER is offering new

products from FAIR SQUARED
Wadgassen, Germany - Fair Trade &
Vegan is fully in line with the trend. The
same applies to the FAIR SQUARED XXL
condoms. The transparent, moistened
and cylindrically shaped condoms with
reservoir offer best wearing comfort with
a nominal width of 64 mm and a length

14

of 225 mm. The wall thickness is
0.065 mm.  If you have any further
questions, ST RUBBER’s customer
service will be happy to help under the
telephone number: +49 6834 4006-0
or simply visit the online shop:
www.strubbi.com 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 2 0
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Lovehoney announce new

Fifty Shades of Grey bondage collection
Eleven products available
Bath. England - Lovehoney has unveiled their sophisticated new Fifty Shades of Grey bondage collection, The new range comprises of 11 expertly crafted bondage accessories and
essentials: a blindfold, small and large paddle, riding crop, large and mini floggers, wrist
cuffs, ankle cuffs, spreader bar, ball gag and hog tie.

E

ach product is delicately finished
using antique gold hardware and
a gold Fifty Shades of Grey logo embossment, as well as updated stylish
packaging. Not just beautiful to look at,
products from the range are also handcrafted using a top quality padded leather
alternative material, which comprises all
of the qualities found in traditional leather,
making the range cruelty free with an
unforgettable soft touch feel.  
The launch aligns closely with the
Christmas gifting season and the products make for a beautiful, erotic present
for a lover, or a special treat to yourself.

Sales Executive Jade Bawa says “For
quite some time our customers have
been requesting a new Fifty Shades of
Grey bondage line which takes inspiration
from our previous Coco de Mer collection, offering a beautiful, luxurious product line at an affordable price point. This
is an extra special launch for us as we
have proudly switched to using a premium faux leather material, which offers our
customers a soft, sturdy, and more
sustainable option.”
The new bondage starts from £19.99 /
€22.95 / $24.99 RRP and is available to
order now.

JAMYJOB
Alcalá de Guadaira, Spain - JAMYJOB
is about you. It’s about the pressure
you like, it’s about the temperature that
feels good, it’s about the texture that
keeps you coming back for more. In all
JAMYJOB versions the user controls the
pressure. The JAMYJOB design also
allows for a host of stroking techniques
to change up the experience. And since
JAMYJOB is a versatile toy, cleanup is a
breeze. Made from 100% recyclable materials, JAMYJOB is latex, phthalate, lead
and heavy metal free. Three versions are
42

available: JOY, TRY and FUN. JOY:This
mouth-shaped masturbator in red passion colour will be your most active carnal
experience for the place where you feel
comfortable, calm and ready to play hard.
TRY: This anus shaped masturbator in
black colour is the right product if you
like anal sex. FUN: A masturbator in the
shape of a vagina. If you like vaginal sex
this is your masturbator, press to control
the pressure. All three products are egg
shaped masturbators that are ready for
use anywhere. 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 2 0
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Orgie lands in Australia
Tuppys Adult Store
Caldas da Rainha, Portugal - Orgie Company crossed a new border and celebrates its
recent landing in Australia through Tuppys Adult Store. “My husband Jason and myself
opened Tuppys online a few years ago now.

W

e then opened our first shop front
just over one year ago. We decided
to class it up and become more of a
Boutique Style Adult Store, offering a quality shopping experience. Our concept
took off really well, that we decided to
open another store within a year of our
first. Whilst on the search for new items
that would complement our store, we
came upon Orgie. After receiving our first
sample order, I immediately fell in love
with the brand, the look and of course its
effectiveness. We believe more people
should come to love and experience such

an amazing product too, that we reached
out to Orgie Company directly to start a
partnership, to bring Orgie to Australia,”says Lisa Lowry, Tuppys Adult Store
owner. “To reach the Australian market
was a great achievement for us, specially
through another selective and careful
customer as Tuppy Adult Store. We spare
no joint efforts with our customers to
position Orgie in their market and, above
all, to be successful among its consumers, and thiswill not be any different in
Australia,” Raquel Shaw, spokeswoman
of Orgie, explains.

New: Versatile ‘2 Function Bendable Vibe’
from You2Toys

Flensburg, Germany - The versatile ‘2
Function Bendable Vibe’ from You2Toys
is now available at ORION Wholesale.
The ‘2 Function Bendable Vibe’ is a
vibrator with an extra clitoral stimulator
and a universal toy for various kinds of
stimulation due to its flexibility. The shaft
with 10 stimulating vibration modes can
be used on its own as a regular vibrator.
But if the vibrator is bent a little bit so
that the small tongue is able to touch the
clitoris it will provide clitoral stimulation
with intense up-and-down movements of
44

the tongue in 10 modes. Of course, the
tongue can also be used while holding
the vibrator’s shaft. Both modes can be
controlled separately and the silky Soft
Touch surface made out of high-quality
silicone with a velvety soft PU coating
adds a very pleasant feeling during use.
The vibrator can be recharged easily
with the included USB cable. The ‘2
Function Bendable Vibe’ from You2Toys
is delivered in cardboard packaging with
a description of the product in various
languages on it. 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 2 0
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Couples Choice
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - The new sex toy range ‘Couples Choice’ from You2Toys is now
available from ORION Wholesale. The elegant sex toys have been specifically developed for
the needs of couples, who want to spice up their love life a bit and who like experimenting.

T

he first three sex toys from this range
are available from ORION Wholesale.
The ‘Massager’ provides pleasure with its
soft surface and pleasant bulging shape.
In contrast to other massage wands, the
easy-to-hold massager can reach all the
external (pleasure) spots on the body that
usually don’t get as much attention as
they’d like. Not only do the 10 vibration
modes stimulate the libido during foreplay,
but they also help to relieve slight tensions, above all, in the shoulder and neck
area.The ‘Spot Vibrator with a rounded
tip’ provides spot-on pleasure. Whether
it’s the nipples, clitoris, P-spot, perineum or anus – the long spot vibrator’s tip
always reaches the right area quickly and
once it’s there it pleasures the area with
its 10 vibration modes and its velvety soft

surface.The ‘Couple’s Vibrator’ provides
multiple and intense stimulation, and it
really enriches a couple’s love life as well.
The stiff end gets inserted into the vagina
and the flexible end lies on the clitoris or
gets inserted into the anus. The man can
insert it so that the stiff end is inside the
anus and the flexible end lies on the perineum. In both cases, water-based lubricant should be applied before actual intercourse for a pleasant smooth experience.
The 10 vibration modes can be controlled
easily at the end of the Couple’s Vibrator.
All the sex toys in the ‘Couples Choice’
range from You2Toys can be recharged
with the included USB cable. They are
delivered in attractive packaging that can
also be stood up or hung up in the store
because of the hanger in the middle.

The new SHOTS Catalogue is available
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands
- Introducing more than 200 new products, from colourful S-line ‘soap willies’
to Sono prostate stimulators, from new
Touché bathroom accessories to the
latest SHOTS Toys vibrators in the hottest
colours and also featuring the tantalising
Le Désir Lingerie collection: it’s all here! All
products are in stock and can be shipped
within 24 hours. Download the catalogue
52

easily via the QR code and browse the
latest range of SHOTS products on your
computer or mobile device. You can of
course also view these new products
on: www.shots.nl. Login with your existing SHOTS account and click on ‘New
Products’ or ‘Catalogue’ on the main
page. Those who prefer printed version
of the catalog can request it for free from
their account manager. 
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Maximum up-sell appeal with Happy Diva’s Grab & Go Display
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Did you know that Happy Diva, the newest brand in SCALA’s drugstore and intimate care line-up,
offers an eye-catching Grab & Go Counter Display?

T

his display is the perfect way to introduce
consumers to this young, dynamic, and
trendy brand – and help you to maximize Happy Diva’s upsell potential. The Happy Diva Grab
& Go Counter Display includes a fantastic
selection of the brand’s products, all suitable
for individual sale. The display can be placed
on your counter, or at any in-store product
presentation, and offers consumers an instant

NEW

overview of everything Happy Diva
has to offer. The display includes
Taste Me! Flavored lubricants, Spice
Me Up! Stimulation Gel, Lube Me
Up! Water-Based Lubricant + Lube
Me Up! Silicone Based Lubricant,
Dare Me! Anal Relax, Veg Me Up! 100% Natural
Lubricant, and Happy Diva’s popular Aloe Vera
After Sex Gel. 

Everything
a man likes!

New: MALESATION Masturbators

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de
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pjur thanks customers for

participating in the first Digital Days
Virtual exhibition stand connects customers from more than 42 countries with pjur
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - The first pjur Digital Days (October 14-16, 2020, Online Event)
are over and a success in several ways: More than 300 customers and partners from over
42 nations participated.

O

ver 70 customer appointments were
held, laying the foundations for 2021.
„We would like to thank all customers
who have been loyal to us at eroFame for
years and who visited the virtual stand
this year. With their participation, but
especially with their (video) contributions
on expert topics and their creative congratulations, they have made a significant
contribution to the success of the Digital
Days. Thank you very much for that“, says
Alexander Giebel enthusiastically. The
virtual eroFame booth served as a hub for
customer appointments and discussions
with partners on five continents. Teams
from Sales, Marketing and PR took part in

the more than 70 customer meetings. The
event page has been updated and now
shows some impressions of the digital
trade fair and also continues to make the
customer videos available on the virtual
world map. According to the motto „After
the Digital Days is before the Digital Days“
we kindly ask for feedback! All registered
participants will receive an email with a
connected questionnaire, asking for your
feedback on the Digital Days. „We want
to be a pioneer and try new things. And of
course, we want to continuously improve
in order to provide our customers with the
best offer on the market,“ Alexander the
Giebel summarizes pjur‘s strategy.

Rear Assets by NS Novelties
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is
thrilled to announce the arrival of Rear
Assets by NS Novelties. This chic range
of chrome-plated anal toys is a must-have
for all lovers of backdoor pleasure. With
brilliant faux-gemstone accents, it’s the
perfect choice to add a sparkle to anal
adventures. This beautiful range of anal
plugs is made of lightweight aluminum
and spade-shaped for easy entry and
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comfort. The plugs feature a classic
spade-silhouette and are adorned with
a sparkling round or heart-shaped gem
at the base, adding a touch of glamour.
The Rear Assets plugs are available in a
variety of colors, shapes, and sizes; with
options for each experience level. The
trendy Rear Assets plugs are also easy to
clean, hypoallergenic, and suitable for use
with all types of lubricants. 
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JOYDIVISION catalogue 2021 available online
www.JOYDIVISION.de/en/businesslounge
Hanover, Germany - On the occasion of the special corona situation and for the sake of the environment, the JOYDIVISION
international AG has decided to make the JOYDIVISION catalogue 2021 only available online for download.

I

n addition to the variety of brands, the
catalogue is characterized by a very clear
and attractively illustrated presentation. The
categories lubricants, massage, hygiene,
EROpharm, sexual devices, lovetoys, penis
rings, soft-bondage and SexMAX lead through
the extensive JOYDIVISION assortment.
At the end dealers will find the program of
JOYDIVISION advertising materials. As
RCC_HDevil_TradeAd_EAN_Mag_HalfPage.pdf
1 a 20/10/2020

17:02

full-range supplier, JOYDIVISION
offers, as usual, everything you
need to enrich your sex life. The
JOYDIVISION catalogue as well
as pictures and web banners
are available for download at
www.JOYDIVISION.de/en/
businesslounge. The JOYDIVISION
catalog can also be easily browsed online. 
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Triple Pleasure with the

‘Pussy & Ass Vibrator’ from GoGasm
New from ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - Since the successful launch of the ‘GoGasm P&A Balls’ and the vibrating version of these new kind of love balls, a vibrator version with clitoris stimulation has
now been released and is now available from ORION Wholesale.

T

he ‘Pussy & Ass Vibrator’ simultaneously stimulates the vagina, anus
and clitoris with three motors – therefore
providing triple the amount of pleasure ‘to go’.The ‘Pussy & Ass Vibrator’ from
GoGasm is extremely easy to use – the vibrator gets inserted into the vagina and the
ball gets inserted into the anus. Once it is
in place, the stimulator sits perfectly on the
clitoris. The three motors now make sure
that every pleasure spot is stimulated by
the seven vibration modes. The vibrations
are very discreet meaning that this pleasure-giver can be worn in public. The remote
control provides that extra thrill – especially
when it is given to a partner. The following ‘P&A Balls’ from GoGasm are available from ORION Wholesale: ‘GoGasm

P&A Vibrator’ in black, ‘GoGasm P&A
Vibrator’ in purple, ‘GoGasm P&A Balls’ in
black,  ‘GoGasm P&A Balls’ in purple and
‘GoGasm Vibrating P&A Balls’ in purple
& black. All GoGasm products have been
developed and designed exclusively by
ORION product managers. The GoGasm
products are delivered in attractive packaging with a space where the product can
be seen. There is a description of the
product in various languages on the
packaging as well and the packaging can
also be stood up or hung up with the
hanger in the middle. A retail kit is also
available so that this product can be
presented at the Point of Sale in a perfect
way. The kit contains a high-quality display
with a tester and flyers. 

The S8 Massage Oil Box – Now available from SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The S8
Massage Oil Box is the perfect product to
upgrade any retailer‘s gifting assortment.
This luxurious gift-set contains three S8
massage oils, ideal for setting the mood
and indulging in some foreplay. Affordable,
mainstream, and with excellent up-sell potential: this set is a treat retailers can slip-in
with any erotic purchase. The S8 Massage
Oil Box contains 3x 50ml samples of S8’s
luxurious massage oils. The formulas are
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a unique blend of 3 powerful oils: jojoba
oil that soothes and strengthens the skin,
almond oil for moisturizing and care, and
sesame oil which is highly nourishing and
lubricating. The S8 massage oils are also
enriched with essential vitamins and minerals, leaving the skin feeling silky smooth
after a sexy massage. This box includes
3 different scents: Omani Lime & Spicy
Ginger, Green Tea & Lilac Blossom, and
French Plum & Egyptian Cotton.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 2 0

The Language of Love
OSG stimulates
conversation, erotic
exploration and
experimentation

A game of
dominance,
submission
and erotic
surprises

Let our games do
the talking
for you...

A raunchy race taking
you on a journey of
sexual discovery

NOT IN
YOUR LANGUAGE?
Speak to our sales team
about translating exclusively
for your customers!

Perfect for couples
wanting to reignite
their passion and for
new relationships
looking to explore
one another

Fifty Secret
envelopes
progressing from
romantic to kinky
and everywhere
inbetween.

DID YOU KNOW...
A game of giving
and receiving oral
in almost every
way imaginable!

What better way to say
‘I Love You’ than with
games of fun, intimacy,
passion and communication.

Creative Conceptions’ most
popular couples games are
available in multiple
languages.

Intimate introduction
to the world of fetish,
where the pleasure,
or pain is all yours

A game of strategy
and romance

+44 (0) 1636 703454
sales@creativeconceptions.co.uk
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ROSE
New from Dreamlove
Alcalá de Guadaira, Spain - ROSE inspires with a universal harmony of body, soul and
spirit. Rose represents the trinity of happiness, satisfaction and pleasure that can satisfy
intimate desires.

W

ith three powerful motors nestled in
a beautiful silicone design, ROSE
uses revolutionary CYCLO technology to
send rotary vibrations through its internal
motor in addition to sucking on the clit.
The product that has a positive symbolic
resonance in many myths, cultures and
religions. This powerful suction massager
delivers fast yet gentle sonic waves that
stimulate the entire clitoris, inside and
out, for mind-blowing waves of satisfaction that resonate everywhere. With
never-before-seen vibrations and cyclonic

sucking, the power moves in a circular
motion from one vibrator / sucker to the
next, spinning around the clit. ROSE
has a softer, deeper and generally larger
mouth for complete satisfaction, both
inside and out. ROSE’s body safe silicone
design was made even better with ultra
soft premium silicone that is extra soft to
the touch. Using the supplied USB charging cable, ROSE can go wherever, and
the smooth, waterproof design (IPX6) is
incredibly easy to keep clean. The MSRP
is 39, 95 EUR. 

Extravagant lover from JAVIDA
Flensburg, Germany - Lovely, aesthetic,
uncomplicated, modern and discreet – this
is how ORION presents its ‘Medical
Wellness’ brand, JAVIDA. JAVIDA shows
women and couples a natural way of
having a fulfilled sexuality with sex toys that
invite them to take their time, unwind and
give in to pleasure either on their own or
with a partner. The ‘Sucking Vibrator’ is the
latest addition to the JAVIDA assortment
and is available now – an extravagant
‘lover’ with extraordinary features.
The elegant, curved stimulation arm
pampers the clitoris with 12 thrilling suction
modes while the slightly curved shaft
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targets the G-spot and massages it with
12 vibration modes. The modes can be
adjusted separately to find the exact
combination of deep vibrations and
exciting suction that offers the best
stimulation. The ‘Sucking Vibrator’ can be
recharged with the included USB cable
and is delivered in promotional packaging
just like all the other JAVIDA products.
The packaging is very discreet and has
beautiful patterns and designs on it as well.
It can be opened and shut using the magnetic fastener and there is a transparent
film behind the flap so that customers can
see the product. 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 2 0
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Pipedream debuts new Thrusting

King Cock Plus Triple Threat

Much-anticipated King Cock Plus Thruster releases Just in time for the holidays
West Hills,USA - Since its debut in 2015, the award-winning King Cock collection has set
the global standard for quality, innovation and hyperrealism with over 200 lifelike dildos in
every shape, shade and size imaginable.

W

ith the newest release from
Pipedream’s King Cock Plus 3D
collection, the King Cock Plus Triple
Threat 6.5” Thrusting Dildo with Balls
combines tradition with technology to
bring you Pipedream’s first-ever thrusting,
warming, and vibrating rechargeable King
Cock! With its intuitive 3-in-1 design and
hyper-realistic details, this thrusting King
Cock is truly a TRIPLE THREAT! Enjoy
simultaneous thrusting, warming, and
powerful vibrations or experience each
thrilling sensation individually. Featuring 1”
deep piston-powered thrusting motion,
internal warming and heating functions,
and powerful stimulating vibrations, this is
the ultimate handheld fuck-machine half
the size of bigger, bulkier devices! „With
this being our first-ever rechargeable,
thrusting King Cock, the demand for a
high-tech version of our classic King has
been heard for a while now,” said Kristian
Broms, Chief Design Officer. “The Triple
Threat is in stock now and shipping,

stock is limited so we encourage our
partners to get their orders in as soon
as possible!”
What sets this all-in-one wonder apart
from traditional thrusting vibes is the way
the Fanta Flesh cock magically grows
once it’s inserted balls-deep! Thrusting
pleasure is designed to be naturally
responsive, massaging your every movement—fast or slow. The simple press
of a button activates the vibrating motor’s
7 unique functions, which is strategically located at the Triple Threat’s tip for
pinpoint pleasure internally and externally.
Designed for optimal stimulation, it combines dynamic vibration with responsive
thrusting action and internal warming to
bring you the most intense, most explosive mind-blowing climaxes ever imagined!
Packed with advanced features and intuitive controls, the Triple Threat is backed
by King Cock’s 1- year Limited Warranty
and is packaged in sturdy, unisex boxes
that look great on the wall or the web.

www.erofame.eu is back online
Hanover, Germany - The homepage of
the trade fair eroFame (www.erofame.eu)
has been revised and now shines in
a new, modern and user-friendly look.
The website contains all necessary
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information for visitors and
exhibitors as well as current news
about the event in Hannover. The
next eroFame will take place from
6 to 8 October 2021. 
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Starter Kits available

for Romance and Charismatic
Tonga
Axel, The Netherlands - For the two new labels in the Dream Toys range, Romance and
Charismatic, Tonga created starter kits for their customers.

T

his way Tonga offers their customers
a great value for money deal and
enables them to display the Charismatic
and Romance toys in an alluring way to
their customers to increase sales at low
cost. With the POS materials and sell
sheets retailers will have all the tools to
display, promote and sell the new toy
collections. Romance – The Romance
toys have a sensational ruby red colour
and a luxury appearance. Their performance has the high quality you expect
from the luxury Dream Toys and the
packaging has a white satin background
and gold print. This collection includes 4 toys: the Lucy G-spot vibrator,
the Marly mini vibrator, the Lizzy bullet
vibrator and the Ivy vibrating penis ring.
All four Romance toys have a diamond
shaped texture in medical grade silicone with a satin finish, offering 3 speeds
and 7 vibrating passion rhythms and
are fully waterproof. They are powered
by strong motors and are USB rechar-

geable. The style and packaging of the
toys is definitely an eye catcher in any
shop. Charismatic – The Charismatic collection stands out because of its unusual
colour, stylish appearance and excellent
performance! Functionality and easy to
use were top priority when designing the
Charismatic toys. They have 7 pulsating
passion patterns and 3 speeds, are USB
rechargeable and fully waterproof. Their
packaging has a vivid background and
rose gold print, matching the toys´ colour
and the rose gold details. This collection
includes 4 toys: the Carmen duo vibrator,
the Candice vibrator, the Clarissa wand
massager and the Clea vibrating penis
ring. All four Charismatic toys are made
of medical grade silicone with a satin finish. They are powered by strong motors
for deep vibrations and are USB rechargeable. The style and packaging of the
toys is definitely an eye catcher in any
shop and will draw customer’s attention
because of its irresistible attraction.

New products from SWISS NAVY
Wadgassen, Germany - Sugar-free and
delicious: the new SWISS NAVY lubes
taste almost too good to be just a lubricant. The gels, which come in six
different flavours, are based on water
and are not sticky. They are available
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now from ST Rubber. If you have any
further questions, ST RUBBER’s
customer service will be happy to
help under the telephone number:
+49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit the
online shop: www.strubbi.com 
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Xgen Products now shipping

news sets from Secret Kisses
Bondage accessories

Horsham, USA - There are three new sets now shipping from the Secret Kisses collection
of stylish bondage accessories. “We’re excited to have new items in the Secret Kisses
collection,” said Andy Green, President of Xgen Products.

“T

hese new sets are a perfect gift
option for retailers to have on hand
leading up to the holiday season!” All
three sets, each in a different colored
lip-shaped clutch, include a matching
rechargeable bullet vibrator and a Kiss &
Tell Card Game. The Rouge Set includes
a dazzling pair of crystal pasties and a
set of sexy dice. The Violet Set has a
sexy side tie panty and an elastic feather
ring perfect for tickling and teasing. Lastly, The Noire Set contains a set of stunning gold sequin pasties, along with a
chic lace eye mask that feels soft against
the skin. “Each set has different sensual
essentials for every taste,” added Green.

The original Secret Kisses collection of
stylish bondage accessories features a
variety of classic BDSM essentials that
have been upgraded with a glamorous,
modern look. Featuring beautiful rose
gold accents and chains attached to
luxurious lace, satin and faux leather, the
Secret Kisses collection reflects your sophisticated style and pleasure. Including
multiple styles of restraints and other
kinky items, the Secret Kisses collection
offers everything you need to explore the
depths of pleasure. Indulge in all your
senses with kinky sensation play and
allow yourself to let go of control through
restraint play.

Slube launches new water-based lubricant
Chester, England - Slube is proud to introduce a brand-new water-based lubricant
to their range.Launching with two of their
most popular versions of the Bath-Based
Lube, Slube Lubricant is now available in
Pure (unscented and no colour) and Strawberry Daiquiri (Strawberry Daiquiri scent
and red colour). They have formulated
Slube to be thick and non-sticky so that
customers can enjoy the properties of their
previous products but in a pre-mixed, easy
to use form. The bottle design ties in with
tbeir existing branding, so Slube Lubri64

cant will sit perfectly alongside their other
products and will be familiar to customers.  They wanted to offer a lubricant
that was as thick as could possibly be but
could also be used in a pump action bottle. The formula they settled on took a lot of
research (and many hours of testing), but
they are so proud of the end result. The
condom-safe, premium formula is perfect
for a workout in the bedroom and is easy
to clean up once the fun is over. Slube
Lubricant gives customers a whole new
way to enjoy Slube.
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PharmQuests -

Specialist in the private label sector
The service includes cosmetics, lubricants and food supplements
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - PharmQuests is specialised in the production and
marketing of cutting-edge private label cosmetics, lubricants and food supplements, in the
adult and mainstream sectors.

E

stablished in 2011 the company
manufactures in the Netherlands to
preserve quality and authenticity, recognised by many different brands all over
the world. “If you’re looking to outsource the entire process of creating and
manufacturing products, along with filling,
assembly and packaging, our experts
are here to guide you step by step, until
you achieve the desired result. We are
ready to become partners and share our
extended know-how with you. Or, if you
only need us to take care of the bulk
production of your formula, so your team
can do the filling, assembly and packaging themselves, then we are also flexible
to cooperate in this way,” a company
spokesperson says. When it comes to
quality, there are no doubts with PharmQuests. As a supplier and manufacturer,

PharmQuests is able to satisfy each and
every need. Lubricants, skin care lines,
sprays, cleaners, specific supplements
and more - whatever the needs are,
PharmQuests always respects regulatory
and quality assurance requirements strictly, throughout the entire production process. The company‘s private label collections are also suitable for smaller shops
or online businesses who want to offer
their customers personalised products
with their own name or brand. Every
single one of PharmQuests‘ private label
cosmetics is manufactured with care
and attention, to be as innovative and as
original as possible, within the requests
and needs of every client. PharmQuests
created an easy to understand Private
Label catalogue with all the information of
the possibilities available.

Barely Bare
Axel, The Netherlands - The lingerie
collection at Tongabv.com has been
extended with Barely Bare Lingerie. Barely
Bare is a label from Evolved and features
teddies, babydolls, bralette & panty sets,
garter & panty sets and crotchless and
revealing panties. They are made of black
mesh and lace with nice details and adjustable straps. The lingerie is packed in
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stylish black boxes with a card at the front
that can be removed to turn the box into
a nice gift box. In addition, the packaging
comes with a removable black and red
elastic leg garter that is adorned with a
heart shaped jewel and a bow, which is a
lovely way to make the gift box complete
– definitely an eye catcher in any retail
store and on webshops as well. 
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Samir Saraiya presents at the TED-X

event at Ashoka University, New Delhi
‚Executing ideas‘
New Delhi, India - Samir Saraiya, CEO of ThatsPersonal.com, was invited by Ashoka
University, New Delhi to deliver a TED-X Presentation at their conference on the theme of
‘Climbing Beyond’.

S

amir shared a presentation on the
topic of ‘Executing Ideas’ and related some of his real-life experiences and
then concluded with a framework relating
to building, validating and executing
everyday ideas. The three examples that
were shared include co-organising an
annual street trance music-based event
during the Ganesh Festival. Additionally,
the thoughts and rationale that led him
to launch Mumbai’s first Microbrewery,
the Barking Deer. Lastly, story behind
the start of ThatsPersonal.com and its
subsequent achievements. TED, which

stands for Technology, Entertainment
and Design, is a non-profit organisation
devoted to spreading ideas, usually in
the form of short, powerful talks which
are 18 minutes or less. These talks
cover almost all topics, from science to
business to global issues. The event was
organised by Ashoka University, which is
considered among the Top Indian Universities and specialises in the field of liberal
education. The campus has over 2,000
students drawn from over 28 states and
101 cities in India as well as 17 International countries.

TOYJOY Anal Play
Wijchen, The Netherlands - TOYJOY
Anal Play is the all-inclusive collection
of anal essentials for all experience
levels. From small, tapered probes for
beginners to big, bulbous anal plugs for
more advanced players: there’s a match
for every naughty preference. Though
big on affordability, TOYJOY Anal Play
offers high-quality and body-safe play,
using premium materials such as smooth
silicone for its superb toys. This means
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the collection delivers outstanding valuefor-money and makes it a budget-friendly favorite with high-end appeal. The
new and improved product packaging
elevates the collection to the next level
and ensures TOYJOY Anal Play is eyecatching in any assortment. From basic
plugs and anal trainer sets to fancy plugs
with faux-rhinestone accents and prostate stimulators: this collection has all anal
desires covered. 
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XR Brands preps for Valentine‘s Day

with new Couples Heart Box Kits

Three all-in-one gift sets take the guesswork out of the romance and gift-giving season
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is getting ahead of the holiday gift-giving season with
three new couples heart box kits from Frisky.

T

hese all-in-one gift sets are packed
with exciting toys selected by Frisky’s
experts on sensual pleasure and packaged in red heart-shaped boxes, making
them the perfect romantic gifts that give
shoppers a one-stop-shop solution for the
romance season. Frisky’s couples heart
box kits are available in three varieties:
The Passion Heart Kit features everything
a couple needs for an erotic evening of
passion: nickel-free dangling heart nipple
clamps, a dazzling heart gem anal plug
, a sleek 5-inch vibrator, and a stretchy
one-time-use vibrating ring. The Passion
Fetish Kit comes complete with a pair of
fuzzy cuffs, a satin blindfold, a compact
devil pinwheel and a faux suede flogger –
the perfect ingredients for a kinky night of
naughty passion.The Passion Deluxe Kit is
ideal for couples looking to take their play

to another level. This robust kit boasts a
smooth VelvaFeel ABS plastic mini-massager with four attachments, a metal
butt plug featuring a pink heart gem, an
ultra-stretchy vibrating ring, and the pièce
de resistance: pink silicone rechargeable
rabbit vibrator with 3 speeds and 7 functions.“It can be tough to find the perfect
gift, especially with so much product to
choose from, so we created a convenient
all-in-one solution – no extra wrapping
necessary!” XR Brands President Rebecca
Weinberg said. “These Frisky kits take the
guesswork out of that process with three
different hand-picked selections of sex
toys and pleasure accessories. Each gift
box is full of thoughtfully items that can be
enjoyed on their own but also work well
together, and the accessible price points
are what really set them apart.”

ANME and XBIZ Retreat join

forces for January 2021 Virtual Show

Los Angeles, USA - ANME and XBIZ
Retreat are teaming up to present the
largest-ever virtual show, slated for Jan.
11-15. The ANME/XBIZ show will bring
together the best of both worlds with
ANME’s expansive slate of exhibitors
and XBIZ Retreat’s signature one-on-one
meetings and boundless networking
opportunities, to deliver the biggest virtual
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event for the adult retail industry. ANME/
XBIZ is slated to unite the who’s who of
the adult industry via an interactive video
chat platform for participants to conduct
business and network. With packed
schedules of one-on-one meetings and
evening entertainment, participants can
also interact at their leisure, much like an
in-person trade show. 
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All roads lead to Rome ... or do they?

Wi l l o nl i ne e v e n ts m e e t th e i n d u s tr y ’s d e m ands in th e lo ng run?

Yes

C

Matthias Johnson,
editor in chief

The industry was quick to
adapt to the extraordinary
circumstances that arose
from the global coronavirus
pandemic. Among other
things, online events were
conjured up to take the
place of the big trade shows
that could no longer be
hosted in their traditional
form. And since many
people wonder if the
changes forced upon us by
the pandemic will accompany us for a longer period,
we can’t help but wonder:
Will these online shows end
up usurping conventional
consumer shows and
trade fairs?
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onsidering the lack of alternatives,
what choice does our industry have
other than focusing on online events? As
long as we are in the corona stranglehold, trade shows are simply unthinkable,
just like any other form of mass event
that we know from the good old days.
Consequently, going digital is the only
way to meet - in the virtual space, that is
-, to talk shop, to make deals. This type
of online event has quickly become part
of the so-called ‚new normal‘, and some
of them have already proven how
effective and successful virtual trade
events can be. So, yes, people only
rallied around the concept because there
was no alternative. But given the quality
of these events, don’t be so sure that
everybody will readily abandon the format
when the big trade shows make their
return. And right now, nobody knows
when that will be. However, considering
that all the safety measures - the hygiene
rules, the safe distance regulations, the
quarantining of visitors in or from certain
countries, etc. - are still all in place, it
would probably be over-optimistic to
predict a quick return to the pre-corona
standards. So, it is for a reason that the
organisers of ANME Founders Show and
the XBIT Retreat Event - events which

both traditionally take place at the
beginning of the year - decided to join
forces and create an all-digital event. Of
course, some of the criticisms launched
against online events are valid, and I
know people who try to belittle them by
saying they could never produce the
same kind of results that would be
generated at one of the traditional events
prior to the corona epidemic. But let’s not
forget that these well-established industry
events also had staunch critics. You can’t
please everybody, online of off. And to all
those nostalgists - do no misunderstand,
I mean that in the most positive, loving
way -, to all those who miss the personal
meetings, the feeling of industry camaraderie, the parties like the Oktoberfest at
eroFame, the fun conversations at the
hotel bar, etc. To you I say: There’s still a
chance that things will normalise or at
least get better before this transition to
online starts calcifying and becoming permanent ... even though it does not look
like it in October of 2020, at the time of
this writing. Until we know for certain,
you may feel wistful, you may feel
nostalgic, and you should definitely
hang on to your hope - but you shouldn’t
ignore the online events taking place
around you.

No
A

h, remember this past Spring, when
cheers of a return to normalcy in the Fall
or Winter were the morale cry of many a
grounded industry traveler? So much for
optimism now! Covid infection rates are rising
again, and as the ANME Founders trade show
has just announced their online-only event for
January 2021, it‘s clear we‘re stuck in the
digital space for a while longer.
But unlike my column cohort here to my left, I
think no amount of money saved on travel
costs can keep this friendship-based, partycharged business from tiring of Skype and
Zoom. Apparently a lot of our colleagues
agree.
There is no way an entire industry centered on
genuine connections, products you really need
to see to believe, and business done around
the bar will be held behind a laptop for long. I
asked around, and not a single colleague
believed that trade shows won‘t bounce back,
bigger and better than ever.
In fact, many B2B folks won‘t even do
business with someone they‘ve never met in
person, and they certainly won‘t spend money
to stock their shelves with products they‘ve
never held. As Paul Reutershan of Williams
Trading put it, people buy from people they
like. In this industry, you can‘t truly wow
someone with a product over Zoom, you can‘t
build a reputation without a couple dinners
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and drinks, and you can‘t convince
someone to stock your luxury sex
toy over emails.
Mark the words of an industry
chomping at the bit to hug, talk, and
laugh in-person. Trade shows are
like the Terminator: they‘ll be back,
baby!
As Deborah Semer of Joyboxx
delightfully concluded as well: you
just can‘t replace dancing with your
colleagues in pajamas or lube wrestling.

Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent
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pjur celebrates its

first Digital Days event
Vi r t ual e xhi bi ti o n bo o th c o n n e c ts c u s to m e r s f ro m o ver 42 co untries with p jur

The first pjur Digital Days
online event (14 – 16
October) has come to an
end and was a success on
multiple fronts: Over 300
customers and partners
from more than 42
countries took part. Over
70 customer appointments
were held, laying the
foundations for 2021.

“W

e are delighted that the
new Digital
Days format
proved to be
so popular with our customers. Our
program of events included a host
of content including expert talks
and customer videos, providing an unparalleled offering
for customers. We also
completed over 70 customer appointments,

which is a great tally and comparable
to the number that we would have had
at eroFame,” explains Alexander Giebel
CEO and Founder of pjur, drawing a
positive balance for the event. Just like
in the trade show, the virtual eroFame
booth was a focal point for customer appointments and meetings with partners
from over 42 countries. The meetings
were held via Skype, Zoom, WeChat,
WhatsApp and GoToMeeting and were
attended by sales managers, executives
and colleagues from the marketing and
communication teams.
“New challenges are continually emerging on the market, highlighting the
importance of networking and maintaining communication across all global
markets. The increased collaboration
with marketing and PR once again highlights the added value that pjur provides
to its customers. This enables us to lay
the foundations for a successful 2021.
So although we have just finished this
first event, we’re already looking ahead
to the next one. We’ll be including this
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concept in our annual calendar of events independently of eroFame - and expanding
it to include further interesting topics, adds
Alexander Giebel.
The traditional competition at the pjur booth
is a firm favourite with many customers. The
company continued the tradition on Friday at
its online event. Registered participants were
sent competition numbers prior to the event
by email, and the winning numbers were
then drawn in a live video. The two winners
received a brand-new iPad.
“We would like to thank all of our loyal, trusted
customers who have been visiting us at
eroFame for years and who visited our virtual
booth this year. They made a key contribution
to the success of Digital Days by participating
in the event, and, in particular, by sending us
their (video) contributions to our expert topics
and their creative congratulations. Thank you!
We all hope that we’ll be able welcome our
customers personally to eroFame in 2021.
Until then, we will continue to provide our customers with further interesting input in 2021
via our pjur Digital Days concept,” concludes
Alexander Giebel.
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A (SPONSORSHIP) SCORE TO SETTLE?
Mark e t ing M a tte r s
In his monthly column,
Brian Gray from Glasgowbased erotic marketing
agency Lascivious Marketing offers his thoughts on
all things marketing. This
month he’s providing postmatch marketing punditry
from the touchlines following the contest between
a sexy sponsor and top
flight football club, and the
sport’s national governing
body.

F

or anyone who reckons I talk
balls in my marketing column,
you’re vindicated this month.
Because I’m going to talk balls
to some considerable degree.
Steady yourself if necessary.
While the world flounders from pandemic
to posturing to propaganda, I’ve been
partially distracted in recent weeks by the
welcome return of three of my favourite
sporting events: the French Open tennis
championships at Roland Garros in Paris,
the IPL T20 cricket tournament and the
eventual resumption of the Six Nations
rugby championship and the new Autumn
Nations Cup.
Granted, it has felt surreal watching
tennis stars playing in their winter
woollies. And it’s a bit weird watching
the cricket and rugby matches being
played in empty venues. But I’m not
complaining. And kudos to those
helping these tournaments go ahead in
this year of all years.
So, as I said, lots of balls. And there’s
more yet, because some x-rated
tackles in the Netherlands recently
made the headlines, including here in
EAN. And it’s a tale of two halves: more
than appropriate given that it involves a
sex toy company and a Dutch football
team.
If you didn’t read last month’s
magazine, here’s the

quick recap. EasyToys, launched in
2015 by EDC (whose CEO Eric Idema
has graced the pages of EAN a fair few
times over the years) and FC Emmen
had planned a three year sponsorship
deal together, with the club receiving,
according to press reports, half a million
Euros per year. For the club this would
have been most gratefully received, given
the lost revenues from the turnstiles and
broadcasting rights ‘thanks’ to Covid19.
For the rest of us, it probably made us
smile a little. Having a sex toy company
sponsor a team makes a refreshing
change from the car giants, banking
behemoths, airlines (yes Emirates,
I’m talking about you, sponsoring six
different European teams) and gambling
companies that seem to dominate
these days.
Eagle-eyed (long suffering?) readers
of my column may remember back in
2018 I wrote in depth about commercial
sponsorship and key factors to bear in
mind when considering it as a marketing
activity. So I’ll not go into too much
detail here aside from stating there are
several potentially good reasons for the
company to sponsor the club. There
was also a degree of personal interest
and motivation to the deal. The football
club is little over a half hour drive away
from EDC’s warehouse. And with Idema
himself hailing from the area, what
more could a football club want: an
enthusiastic corporate sponsor with a
solid local connection.
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Vibrator with two extra caps

Unfortunately for club and sponsor, the Dutch
football association (KNVB) didn’t view the
partnership with the same enthusiasm. Calling
foul on it, they reckoned the sponsorship would
come into conflict with “the law, public order
Meet Mister Bunny, the waterproof
or morality, the Dutch advertising
Code, good
massage vibrator that fits perfectly
in your
taste or decency, the statues
andhands.
regulations
charged, this soft coated massager
of the KNVB, and decisionsBattery
of
the
professional
delivers you 10 strong vibe-patterns that will
make you tingle inside. Perfect for a deep
football board”. In particular,
Article
3 of the
massage, perfect for some playing around.
KNVB regulations cites the need for sponsors
to not challenge “good taste or decency”.
But in a dramatic second half, it seemed the
KNVB failed to acknowledge the addition
of two metaphorical strikers to the club’s
proposal: mainstream media and Joe Public.
In the face of mounting criticism (which
included negative prime time television
coverage) over several days, and presumably
baulking at being likened to out of touch fuddy
duddies, the KNVB returned to the negotiating
table arguably with their tail between their legs
(rather than anything saucier from EasyToys’
product range). Subsequent discussions
were held, with the club chairman publicly
remarking about the new positive direction the
talks were going in, which ultimately led to a
mutually acceptable solution. GOAL! As such
the sponsorship is now proceeding for one year
initially, while the KNVB revises their regulations.
As sports writing is obviously not my forte, I’ll
stick to marketing punditry instead. And two
main talking points arise which also have a
bearing on the wider issue of marketing adult
products to mainstream or ‘civilian’ audiences.

Firstly, the attitude of the KNVB towards
EasyToys and the actual sponsorship itself. It’s
not a stretch to imagine the initial consternation
felt by the KNVB when first learning of the
proposed sponsorship. They stated that
football “should be accessible to the young as
well as the less young.”

It goes without saying that me, you, and
presumably the club and
EasyToys too are not
ignorant to the sensitivity
concerning younger football
“E T J U S TO D U O D O LO R E S
fans and their exposure
E T E A R E B U M AT V E R O
to adult products and
categories. And initially, I
E O S E T A C C U !“
can understand (if disagree
AUTOR
with) the KNVB’s knee-jerk
reaction. Perhaps some
people would even suggest
naivety on the part of the club and sponsor?

The Duo Vibe is designed for creative couples
play. With strong vibrations, its elegant design
luxurious materials, the Duo Vibe will be the
Asand
cornerstones
musthave for every toy lover and lovers alike.

If they did they’d be wrong.
of many a local community, football clubs are
acutely aware of the importance of younger
fans (for several reasons) and have no desire
to attract outrage mobs and angry parents.
Therefore, a balance would be sought, and
was duly achieved. The EasyToys logo wouldn’t
appear on children’s replica shirts, and there’d
be no saucy perimeter advertising either (Idema
is no stranger to this, with parent company
EDC Wholesale paying for perimeter advertising
with FC Groningen). For the record, KNVB
aren’t concerned with perimeter advertising per
se, however who or what appears on player
shirts is very much their remit.
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But according to the club chairman - and this
is a crucial point – they were never allowed
to present to the KNVB the finer details of
the intended sponsorship package (such as
non-logoed kids shirts) before it was initially
rejected. And for that alone, I think the KNBV
rightly deserved the yellow card shown to
them by the media and public. It can only be
hoped that in future regulatory bodies pay more
attention to the fine print when proposed with
something which on the surface might get their
knickers in a twist and lead to a premature
reaction.
Of course FC Emmen and EasyToys / EDC
are aware of the issue surrounding an adult
pleasure product company wishing to increase
awareness through top flight football. And I’m
sure they’ve thought about the young kids
or teenagers watching matches with their
parent(s) who will see the EasyToys name and
logo on the adult shirts. Is little Timmy going to
be asking awkward questions throughout the
match and afterwards?
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It’s a fair point. But consider this: for any
uncomfortable parents questioning such
sponsorships, how do they react when there’s
an Ann Summers store or other erotic boutique
located down their local town or city centre
with a window hinting as to what’s inside?
What about the ‘Private Shops’ here in the
UK where there’s no indication whatsoever of
what’s behind those painted windows, let alone
in the name? Seeing either could incite some
questions from curious little Timmy. Do parents
make strident efforts to ensure he never claps
eyes on them until his 18th birthday? It’s an
absurd proposition. I’d also not be surprised
in the least if the same parents who’d kick up
a stink about such things are the same ones
who forget to set parental controls on the home
wifi or the mobile phones their kids clutch, thus
allowing them to access and view far more
‘interesting’ content online of their own volition
anyway.
What is arguably more of a potential
consequence from the sponsorship is hordes
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of mischievous visiting fans coming to the
stadium mocking the FC Emmen team and
their supporters by brandishing big inflatable
phalluses. If you think this is a bit farfetched
do bear in mind that in my country a premier
league team (previous winners of the European
Cup Winners Cup, no less) are the butt of
several jokes and have fans in the stands
waving inflatable sheep around (yes, I did say
‘sheep’; secondly, it’s best not to ask; and
thirdly, yes, what you’re probably thinking is
indeed the correct answer). In other words,
football fans have form: wait and see!
The second interesting point arising from all
of this is one which Idema himself raised, and
is quoted in the NL Times website as such:
“We are a brand, and a gambling company
like TOTO is allowed and we can’t [sponsor].”
It’s a more than legitimate point to raise.
Gambling companies are welcomed around
the world and in many sports not only as
club sponsors but also tournament or media
coverage sponsors. Nobody bats an eyelid. To
me it reeks of double standards. If gambling
is so wonderful and acceptable why are
gambling adverts or broadcast sponsorship
messages simultaneously urging us to be
careful?
The UK gambling industry messages tell us:
‘When the fun stops, stop.’ Gambling addiction
is terrible and can ruin lives, potentially in a very
short time. It goes without saying that I would
never poke fun at gambling addicts, gambling
addiction or trivialise such things. That said,
the levels of potential harm and destruction (to
not only a problem gambler but his or her loved
ones) experienced can surely not be equalled
by splurging on sex toys. And playing the ‘what
if’ game to the next stage, if someone actually
did buy a crazy amount of products in a short
space of time, there’s always the option of
returning them for a refund or selling them on.
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In comparison, while gambling companies
do voluntarily refund money on occasion,
according to a 2018 article in The Guardian it
often relates to money being paid to victims
of crime which occurred in order to fuel
someone’s gambling addiction. Furthermore,
it may require a court order for the gambling
companies to do this.
While we’re here, alcohol sponsors shouldn’t
be exempt from scrutiny either. I’ve got nothing
against gambling sponsorship or advertising
(other than the fact that a lot of the ads are
pretty boring and get a bit ‘meh’ after seeing
them for the umpteenth time during a match
or tournament) or alcohol companies plugging
their brands, but we all know the potential
effects of someone enjoying one or several
too many of the latter then reaching for the car
keys. It can not only ruin lives, but end them.
So in this context, when considering the
potential effects of gambling, alcohol, or
pleasure products, which category is arguably
the least harmful? But why does it feel like the
pleasure product sector has to jump through
so many hoops to be accepted, or face flat
out rejection. There’s a well-known metaphor
pertaining to level playing fields which right now
seems only too apt. From where I’m standing
(and I’d presume Mr Idema and other industry
figures considering commercial sponsorship
feel similarly) it appears the playing field is
anything but level. And the sooner things
change, the better.
Change won’t occur overnight however. And
it’s not for everyone. EasyToys couldn’t ever
be considered an offensive name, nor is its
logo questionable in any way. I’m sure this
didn’t go unnoticed by all concerned. If on the
other hand you’re trying to build awareness
of a company or product range with a name
that contains risqué words (‘sex’ or ‘sexy’ is
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even probably too much), problematic memes
or objects incorporated into the logo, and
it’s a sport or event which has considerable
under-18 viewing and participation levels,
forget it.
Anyway, let’s bring this month’s commentary
to a close. Whether you’re trying to get into
bed with a sports club, tournament, media
coverage or venue, I wish you well in your
tussles with your fellow competitors and the
powers that be.
As for EasyToys, I hope the sponsorship
achieves its objectives and that FC Emmen
consistently rise to the occasion, put in
repeated satisfying performances and score
regularly – just like what your products will
be helping others to do off the pitch and in
the bedroom (and beyond). Ahem. I sincerely
hope that the sponsorship is not just about
building awareness among target B2C
segments but is also used for staff incentive
schemes, customer competitions and B2B
hospitality to name but a few.
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I also hope the sponsorship is fully leveraged
in the sense that target audiences are
well aware of the sponsorship by means
of website announcements and banners,
sales promotions, email signatures, content
marketing (including social media) and other
ways. It’s a copywriting gift marrying football
with a fun, suggestive brand: see how many
times I’ve played with footie terminology
throughout these past few pages. There’s
lots of talk of balls, tackling, and performance
issues which leads to gloriously suggestive
wordplay in one’s headlines, advertising copy
and such. And funnily enough, should you
need any help with that, I know someone.
Small world, eh?

Brian can be contacted at
lasciviousmarketing.com, found on Instagram
@lasciviousmarketing or phoned on
+44 (0)141 255 0769 as he limbers up for h
is next match…in front of the television.
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Tonga presents new Blush Novelties

products to the European market
A v ail ab l e n o w : th e L u s h u n d N o i r c o l l e c ti o n s a nd mo re new p ro ducts

Blush Novelties have expanded their product range, introducing a
number of exciting, new items. Among them, there are new vibrators
but also cock rings, a massage candle, toy bags, and BDSM
accessories. And all of these new products are available from
Tonga right now.
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L

ush - The Lush label by Blush
Novelties has been extended
with more powerful multispeed vibes. Lush toys are
made of the most luxurious,
satin-smooth silicone, providing sleek,
sensual pleasure. Tonga has added the
new Lush toys Ava, Kira, Gia, and Juna
so they are now available for European
customers. Ava is curved to nestle to the
shape of the body and offers hands-free
pleasure. The petite side of this U-shaped
toy is inserted while the larger end curves
toward the navel and sends vibrations
that resonate on a woman’s external pleasure points. Ava is a perfect toy to use
alone and an ideal wearable couples vibrator that provides extra pleasure to both
partners during penetration. Ava features
7 powerful vibe functions and the remote
control makes it easy to use, alone or
with a partner. The Lush Kira rabbit vibe
features two points of vibration and a
thrusting, gyrating, warming shaft. The
rabbit ears provide surround-sound style
clitoral stimulation. Kira delivers seven vibration functions, offering many options to
choose from. The UltraSilk silicone of Kira
feels luscious against the body. Lush Gia
is an elegant two-in-one massager delivering deep, rumbly vibrations resonating
from the massage wand head. It can be
flipped around to enjoy the curves of the
G-spot handle. Gia has two buttons that
control each end independently. Users
can scroll through seven functions to find
the sensations that best suit their desires.
Lush Juna is a high-frequency vibe with
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seven vibrating functions. It comes complete
with four silicone attachments, providing a
multitude of exciting sensations. Juna can be
used without attachment for direct, focused
oscillations, or with one of four uniquely shaped
and textured attachments to explore more
oscillating and teasing fun.
Noir – ‘Explore and intensify your sensation
play’ is the slogan of the videos that Blush
made for the new Noir collection. This collection features a beautiful silk blindfold, a feather
tickler, a flinch crop, and a pair of adjustable
nipple clamps with soft, fluffy ‘bunny tails’ for
teasing. The nickel-free metal clamps can be
tightened by adjusting the screws to find the
perfect level of pressure. Blush provided beautiful images and videos for the Noir collection
so promoting this label on social media will be
easy and fun!
More new Blush items - The Temptasia Fox
Candle is perfect for exploring new sensations
as a couple. This sensual candle has a premium soy oil base that melts at a low temperature and cools rapidly upon contact. Natural
coconut wax and beeswax help soothe and
moisturise. The Temptasia Fox Candle is non88

sticky and easy to clean once the play session
is finished.
Both the Nöje C1 Ring and the Nöje C3 Ring
have smooth silicone ridges and strong vibes,
making them a delicious addition to intimate
moments! The stimulating textures provides
extra sensation to one partner, while both will
enjoy the 10 deep vibration functions. Both are
perfect toys to try in a multitude of positions!
Also, the versatile vibe of these Nöje Rings can
be removed from the ring for solo use. The ring
itself is made of platinum-cured silicone, and
the rechargeable bullet is made of ABS plastic.
The Eco G-Spot Vibe is part of the Gaia collection - the world’s first line of biodegradable
and recyclable vibrators! This pleasure-packed
vibe is crafted from Biofeel, a starch-based
bioplastic. Users will enjoy quiet, powerful
one-speed vibrations controlled via an easy
push button. The curved tip is perfect for firm
G-spot pressure or external stimulation. People
will love the power of this smooth vibe, and
they can take comfort knowing that the Gaia
Eco G-Spot Vibe uses less energy and creates
less greenhouse gas emissions than any other
sex toy on the market! It’s waterproof, fun in
the tub, and easy to clean. The Gaia range
was even mentioned in a Vogue article titled ‘7
Ways to make your sex life more sustainable’ in
the magazine’s September edition
Customers can keep their toys safe with lintfree and antibacterial The Safe Sex Toy Bags
from Blush. The antimicrobial features of The
Safe Sex Toy Bags utilise the power of silver to
bring long-lasting antibacterial properties. This
unique antimicrobial product contains ultra-fine
silver crystals that release silver ions at a controlled rate only when the conditions for bacterial growth exist. The antimicrobial properties
are durable to multiple washes, ensuring a long
life for the useful toy bag. The special material
is lint-free so the vibe does not get linty. The
Safe Toy Bag is satiny smooth and comes with
convenient drawstrings to cinch the bag shut.
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Biird launches petition to end sexual wellness

censorship and gender inequality on Social Media
Bii r d c al l s o n th e i n d u s tr y f o r s u p p o r t
Sex toy start-up Biird
launched a Change.org petition (www.change.org/p/
social-media-end-sexual-wellness-censorship-on-social-media-platforms) calling for the
end of sexual wellness
censorship and gender
inequality on social media.
Supported by advertising
and sextech giant Cindy
Gallop and sexual wellness experts Dr Logan
Levkoff and The Center for
Intimacy Justice, the petition calls on Facebook to
change its policies to allow
the promotion of sexual
wellness information and
products to appropriately
aged adults, in a similar
way that alcohol brands
target specific age groups.
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T

o help educate policy makers
and enforcers, Biird has also
launched an educational hub
(www.biird.co/pages/educational-hub-sexual-wellness)
that is aimed at helping social media platforms understand why these restrictive
rules cause major issues for the industry
as they often censor pages and accounts
that promote a healthy understanding of
female and LGBT+ sexuality and sexual
health in general. The hub includes recommended policy changes, informative
articles, a quiz, educational content from
industry experts as well as a place for
people to share their experiences of censorship. Facebook, who owns Instagram,
has several policies that impact on sexual
wellness content. One rule states that

‘Adverts must not promote the sale or use
of adult products or services, unless they
promote family planning and contraception’. A broad rule open to interpretation.
Condoms and erectile dysfunction products fall within this category and are often
promoted while female wellness products
like vibrators which promote sexual health
are banned.  
Evi, Co-founder of Biird, said: “We know
the restrictions our industry faces but that
doesn’t mean we accept them. Currently
our Facebook page has been blocked
and we are not allowed to promote any
of our posts on Instagram as it is deemed
inappropriate. Viagra on the other hand
promotes its posts regularly and many
condom companies use phallic imagery
to communicate the benefits of their
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products, yet sexual wellness products such as
vibrators are completely banned. This petition
and hub highlight how favouring male products
like viagra is not only wrong, but also impacts
the industry and its ability to grow, all while
preventing access to educational content on
female sexual issues. We are asking all sexual
wellness companies to join us and show their
support. Sign the petition and demand Facebook equal the playing field.”
Dr. Logan Levkoff, thought leader in the field
of human sexuality and personal relationships
said: “Sexual pleasure is vital to both our sexual
and our overall health. Using sex toys is not
only common, but people who use vibrators
are more likely to see a medical provider and
have better sexual function. Sexual pleasure
is neither gratuitous nor unnecessary. Lack of
advertising in the sexual health and wellness
space prevents people (regardless of gender,
sexual orientation, disabilities, or relationship
status) from the getting the information and
services they need, as well as creates a culture
of shame around sex. Shame has never been
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good for our emotional or intimate lives. We
can (and should) do better.”
In addition to restrictions impairing education,
the rules also bring financial ramifications for
start-ups inhibiting their ability to grow and
increase their value.
Cindy Gallop, advertising expert, and founder
and CEO of Make Love, Not Porn said: “Every
investor and venture capitalist should be joining
and supporting this campaign. Erectile dysfunction solution platforms Roman and Hims both
launched in 2017. Each has consistently raised
huge amounts of money from male venture
capitalists (Roman $376 million, Hims $297
million) taking both to unicorn valuations (Roman $1.5 billion, Hims $1 billion) in just three
years – because they were able to spend huge
amounts of money on advertising to grow. Advertising platforms are shooting themselves
in the foot with gender-biased sextech bans.
The ability for female-founded sexual health
and wellness brands to advertise and therefore
to scale, unlocks the ability to raise serious
funding from venture capitalists and investors
in search of unicorns, which in turn guarantees
serious revenue for those platforms. There’s
a huge amount of money to be made out of
taking women seriously – especially when it
comes to sex.”
The campaign comes as a result of the unfair
restrictions Biird faced when they brought their
first product, Red Dot Award winning clitoral
stimulator Obii to the market earlier this year.
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My Pod is the answer to those consumers
looking for more in their pleasure product
C al Exot ic s p r e s e n ts : M y Po d

Convenience, portability and cleanliness – those are the three main pillars of
CalExotics’ new product My Pod, which in turn is the main topic of this interview with
Susan Colvin, the founder and CEO of CalExotics. We talk about the development,
the features, and the target audience for the product, and Susan explains why My
Pod offers new impulses even when you’re not actively using it, i.e. when it comes to
charging, cleaning, and travelling with the sex toy.
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My Pod is what is generally referred to as a total
package. How did you come up with the idea for
this product that makes such tedious things as
charging and cleaning vibrators easier?
Susan Colvin: During the development
process for My Pod, our goal was to create a
product that was as sleek and sophisticated as
all your other smart devices. We also wanted
a product that could go anywhere without
anyone knowing it was a pleasure product. We
focused on three main areas when creating
My Pod; convenience, portability and cleanliness. My Pod is convenient due to its wireless charging case. The user can have a fully
charged product when and where they need it.
Portability comes from the case. The case is so
discreet; no one will know you have a pleasure
product sitting next to your phone or tablet.
Cleanliness comes in the form of UV light technology that cleans and sanitises the massager
every time it is inserted into the case. In less
than 10 minutes, you have a clean, charged
massager ready to go! We felt these three components were the perfect combination for our
next innovative pleasure product.

How long did the development process take
and what difficulties did you encounter? Was
My Pod technically difficult to implement?
Susan Colvin: We worked on the My Pod design and technology for over a year. We wanted
to get everything right, so we took extra time
to develop the product and its technology.
The wireless charging technology is built into
two pieces of the product, the case and the
massager. Traditionally, we work on products
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with technology built into one unit. Because this
was two pieces, it did pose some challenges
at times, but we were able to work through it
to create a stunning, fully functional, high-tech
pleasure product.

Can you tell our readers about the features of
My Pod? What are the unique selling points of
the product?
Susan Colvin: My Pod is packed with a variety
of features and benefits.
• High-powered tungsten motor- the tungsten
motor produces deep, rumbling vibrations
while also being whisper quiet.
• 7 functions of vibration- Experience new
sensations with 7 different functions of
vibration, pulsation and escalation.
• Waterproof massager- Enjoy the massager in
or out of the water.
• UV Sanitiser- The massager drops easily into
the charging case and automatically cleans
and sanitises within 10 minutes.
• Travel lock- Playtime when you want it.
Simply hold down the button on the
massager for three seconds to start the fun.
• Contact magnetic charging - Maximise
portability and wirelessly charge the
massager with the discreet case.
• USB rechargeable- Convenient power
management.
• Battery indicator lights- Easy readout
of remaining power level.

My Pod consists of two parts: the vibrator and
the case - can you give us some info (materials,
features etc.) about the two parts?
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Sex toys that are combined with modern technologies are often criticised for not bringing any
real added value for the consumer. Is My Pod
the answer to this criticism?

Susan Colvin: This product’s main technology,
the wireless charging capability, is built into
the case and the massager. The case is the
mechanism that actually charges the massager.
The case is charged by a USB charging cord,
which is included with the product. Once the
case is charged, it can then wirelessly charge
the massager. The massager itself features
magnetic contacts that allow it to be wirelessly
charged by the case. Both the case and massager are made of a sleek, ABS material giving
it a look and feel like many other tech devices.
In addition, the case features battery indicator
lights. You can trust in knowing your power level and benefit from the additional charges this
smart case provides. The massager itself offers
7 functions of vibration. This variety of functions
gives users many different options for pleasure.
The massager is also waterproof, adding to its
versatility.
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Susan Colvin: My Pod is the answer to those
consumers looking for more in their pleasure
product. My Pod offers more convenience,
more technology, more cleanliness and more
discretion than any other product available
today. When creating My Pod, we looked at a
lot of consumer feedback. We looked at what
consumers said they wanted in a pleasure
product and how we could best combine them
into one exceptional product. Some of the most
significant feedback we received had to do with
charging a product. Consumer love that many
of our products are USB rechargeable, but they
want more advanced charging capabilities. In
addition, cleaning their products was another
area of concern for consumers. They love that
many of our products are waterproof, making
cleaning easy, but they wanted something that
took their products cleanliness to the next level.
Because these comments were seen most frequently, we knew focusing on these areas would
be great additions to our next product.

What target group do you have in mind for
My Pod?
Susan Colvin: My Pod was made for the smartphone generation and tech-savvy pleasure seekers. Everything about this product was made
with this target demographic in mind. My Pod’s
look and feel is reminiscent of a tech device with
the sleek, modern design, clean white colour
and discreet case. My Pod also offers tech-forward features like wireless charging and UV
sanitising capabilities. My Pod boasts many of
the same features and benefits of the latest tech
devices, making it the new standard of smart
personal tech.
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What kind of support can retailers expect in
the form of POS materials, advertising campaigns, etc.?
Susan Colvin: A sleek product display shelf
is available with qualifying purchases for brick
and mortar retailers. The display can hold up
to 6 My Pod products and a tester unit. This
allows My Pod to stand out in a retail setting,
plus the tester gives consumers the ability to
touch and feel the item before they buy. In
addition to the display, CalExotics partners
have access to fun, informational videos and
enhanced images for My Pod.

When can European retailers purchase
the product through SCALA, your exclusive
distributor?
Susan Colvin: In the EU, retailers can purchase My Pod exclusively from Scala.

Is My Pod intended as a stand-alone product
or could you see an entire product line springing from it?
Susan Colvin: We are looking at a variety of
ways to expand on the My Pod technology.
The idea of a device that is self-contained,
wirelessly charges and cleans itself is revolutionary, and that technology can be applied to
a variety of other pleasure products. Be on the
lookout for more innovation from CalExotics
coming soon!
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Let’s do that,

let’s produce in France!
Vi n c e n t R e no u o n do mestic p ro ductio n
The discussion about the pros and cons of producing sex toys in
China has been going on for a while but the corona pandemic has put
a bright spotlight on this topic as production and supply chains were
severely affected when China imposed a lockdown at the beginning
of the year. Moreover, consumers seem to be changing their priorities,
and there is a trend toward buying locally produced items in many
product categories. However, it remains to be seen if sex toys are one
such category. French company Gangbangster, which is best-known
for their eye-catching dildos, has been banking on domestic production since day one, so EAN seized the opportunity to talk about this
issue with Gangbangster Sales Manager Vincent Renou.
When your company was founded, did
you ever consider producing in Asia
instead of in your home country France?
Vincent Renou: When we founded the
company, we never thought for a second
about producing anywhere else than
France, it was not even an option. We
absolutely did not think about or compare
the costs for production outside France.
The sentiment was ‘Let’s do that, let’s
produce in France!’

Would you say that local production is
part of your business philosophy? Is it
perhaps even one of the unique selling
points of your brand?
Vincent: It’s an important part of our
philosophy, but it’s far from our brand’s
only selling point. When you look at our
dildos, you don’t just say to yourself ‘Oh
it’s made in France! There is a blue, white,
red flag!’ What you say to yourself first is
‘Oh goddamn, it’s huge!!! Why did you

Vincent Renou,
Sales Manager
of Gangbangster
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make a cat? Does such a big arm even
fit in???’ We don’t have one selling point
but hundreds, representing the number of
shapes we produce each year. Over 350
moulds and tons of crazy ideas. This is
the philosophy of Gangbangster.

What are the advantages of local
production for you as a company and
how do your customers benefit?
Vincent: First of all, producing locally
means respecting the laws and quality
standards of the country and local
consumers. Our products are phthalate
and cadmium-free, we recycle used vinyl
materials and re-transform them. The
production cost is also kept in check
because there are no customs fees in
foreign countries. And above all, we
control manufacturing without depending
on MOQ while keeping an eye on every
step of production. For the customers, all
these points are beneficial - these are safe
dildos, made with ecological awareness,
quality control, and 100% production
traceability.

Local production also means taking social
and environmental responsibility. How
important is that to you?
Vincent: As I mentioned in my previous
answer, environmental responsibility is
more than important for us, it is essential,
and we are currently developing a new
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 2 0
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“OVER 3 5 0 MO UL DS AND TONS OF C RAZY IDE AS.
TH IS IS TH E PHILOSOPHY OF GANGBANGSTE R.”
VINCENT RENOU

Vincent: I will say you are
perfectly right - it is cheaper
and the quality is good, so take
the next plane to China (if there
is one), sign your contract for
5000 pieces MOQ and wait
for your toys next summer. If
you are okay what that, do it.
I have nothing against the way
other companies handle their
production, but this is not our
way.

system of recycling materials,
making continuous progress
in this respect. We do our
best to become a ‘zero
waste’ company, we refuse to
produce expensive and often
polluting packaging. Social
responsibility to us is having
our team work in France
under the best conditions that
the French state provides for
employees - we have a great
country for that.

Does the fact that you
manufacture in France create trust among
your customers and consumers in general?
Vincent: It is the apanage of consumers in
any industry. Local production in a highly
regulated and standardised country guarantees
confidence. Apart from the fact that something
is made in your own country, the fact that it is
made in Europe is important as well, leading to
more customer confidence.

Critics might argue that it is much cheaper
to produce in Asia and that you can get
everything - including good quality - there.
What do you say to that?
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The Gangbangster
logistics department

As a result of the corona
crisis, it seems that a change
has taken place among consumers. They
are shopping with a new awareness and are
paying more attention to locally produced,
sustainable, environmentally friendly products.
Can you confirm this?
Vincent: This crisis has indeed reinforced this
vision, but it did not create it. The philosophy
of better consumption has been on the rise
for a long time.
Our countries are advancing and legislating
healthier, less polluting production. This
awareness is of course becoming more
important today, guiding people in their
choice to buy a certain product, and this is
only the beginning.
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Is this just a brief flare-up or can we assume
that this change in awareness will take root
among consumer?
Vincent: This is only the beginning …

Does our market offer these consumers a
sufficient selection of products to choose from
or do we still have some catching up to do?

Vincent: We did not stop working during
this crisis. Our factory operated with a very
limited workforce, yes, but our independence
in production was a lifesaver both in terms
of manufacturing and in terms of sales. The
market was slowing down but we were
ready and gained more visibility. I think our
governments have learned the lesson of
upholding European production in any crisis
for the sustainability of our economies.

Vincent: Gangbangster certainly offers
hundreds of different shapes but at the
same time only offers one product: large
original dildos. This is both the limit and the
strong point of the brand. When you buy
Gangbangster, you know exactly why. No
need to create millions of different items to
understand Gangbangster. What else is
there to say?

During the corona crisis, production and
supply chains in Asia were partially interrupted.
Has this led to a change in our industry?
Is Europe celebrating a kind of rebirth as a
production location?
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To be honest, we are not really concerned about

where we stand in the global sex toy market
T he Y l v a & D i te br a n d bl a z e th e i r o w n tr a i l
Uniqueness coupled
with top quality those are the typical
characteristics of an
Ylva & Dite product.
Moreover, the Dutch
company relies on
local production, which
has become a bit of a
hot button topic since
the beginning of the
corona pandemic. In
our EAN interview, Roy
Jacobs, one of the
founders and managers of the company,
presents a nuanced
view on the advantages of local production,
the importance of
unique selling points,
and the perks of standing out from the rest of
the pack.

Can you confirm that the corona crisis
has strengthened the demand for locally
produced quality products? Is this just
a snapshot or have the consumers lost
confidence in mass production?
Roy Jacobs: I think consumers were
already looking for locally produced
quality products before the corona crisis.
But the corona crisis has certainly reinforced this. I don’t think consumers have
completely lost confidence in mass production; for some consumers the price
is more important than the uniqueness
and quality of the product. For these
consumers, you have mass produced
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items. But more and more consumers
are looking for unique products which
have a unique story, a sexy look, and
offer top quality. Our products are for
these people.

Many people say that interest in sex
toys has skyrocketed during the
corona crisis. Have you made
similar observations?
Roy: Yes, we have also seen an increase
in demand. People needed to stay at
home and there was only one way to do
it right. You unleash your inner beast!
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Ylva & Dite is well known for handmade,
body-friendly silicone dildos made in the
Netherlands. How would you assess
your position as a brand in the global sex
toy market?
Roy: To be honest, we are not really
concerned about where we stand in the global
sex toy market. We believe if you have a
unique, hand-made product with Dutch quality
standards, then consumers/retailers will find
our brand. And in the end, they determine
where we stand as a brand. All we can do,
really, is to make sure our standards for quality
and uniqueness remain as high as possible.

What are your customers looking for and what
do they find in your products that they cannot
find anywhere else?
Roy: We have a diverse range of consumers
who buy our products, from young to old,
from man to woman, but also the entire
LGBTIQ+ community. Most of them are
looking for something different than all the
‘normal’ products and when you look at our
colour schemes and designs, you will see that
we are different. But at the same time, they
also look for sex toys that are safe, and if they
buy a Ylva & Dite product, they know they get
a safe product.

You stress that your products are of the
highest quality. Quality is a flexible term,
however. How do you define a quality
product?

Roy: Yes, we stand for high quality products.
That was also the main reason for us to produce
our products ourselves - the guarantee that everything about the product is 100% safe and of
the highest quality. We are able to check all raw
materials and are fully involved in the production
process. We see the product take shape with
our own eyes, and we make sure that these
products are body safe, clean, and perfect.

Silicone has been used as a production material
for sex toys for quite some time, but we also
know that there is good silicone and not-sogood silicone. What can you tell us about the
silicone you use?
Roy: There is indeed a difference between silicone types, that is also the difference between
cheap and expensive. We only use body-safe
silicone that is FDA-approved, so we know that
the raw material is already of the highest quality.
But the silicone is not the only important element
of our products. There is also the colour, and it
needs to be safe as well. All our colourings are
FDA-approved. That is why
we can say that our products are 100%
body safe.

The colour schemes of your products really
catch the eye, and they are truly different from
most other dildos out there. What are the
challenges of picking a colour scheme for a
sex toy line?
Roy: The biggest challenge when picking a
colour scheme is our imagination and creativity.
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How extreme can you go with the colours in a
mix? How subtle do you need to be to attract
the right consumers? Also, some colours will
sell a lot while other colours traditionally take a
bit more time to sell. But that is also different from country to country and from store
to store. That is our strength - the fact that
we can provide a retailer with his own colour
schemes in a small quantities.

Can you take us through the production process, from the idea to the finished product?
How long does product development usually
take at your company?
Roy: First of all, you need to have an idea of
what you want from a design. If we have a
rough idea, we will finetune it and make a 3D
drawing or we sculpture it from clay. From
this, we make an aluminium model with a 5
axis CNC machine which we use for producing the production moulds. If it is a complex
model, we may have to create several moulds
out of aluminium to get all the parts.
Once we have the production moulds, we can
start producing the silicone dildos - that is all
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handiwork and can be done in every colour
we want. Next, the product goes into the box;
we use a special cutting machine for the foam
inserts that go into the box with it. The time
we need to design and create a new product
can vary, depending on how complex the toy
is. But you need at least 6-8 weeks to get
from the very first idea to the end product.

Customer service and fast delivery are
essential nowadays, but equally important is
communication with the customer, especially
on social media. Which channels do you use
to stay in touch with your customer base?
Roy: We use the ‘regular’ channels like
Instagram and Facebook to showcase our
products and share the latest news. And of
course, we send emails to our customers
and retailers. But don’t worry, we don’t send
emails and post on Instagram daily.

What strategy do you follow in the B2B
space? Selling straight to the retailers or working with distributors and wholesalers?
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Roy: We are always interested in expanding
our B2B business - the more retailers sell our
products the more consumers can ‘unleash
their inner beast’ We try our best to create
awareness via social media or advertisements
in publications like EAN, but we also contact
retailers directly.
Of course, distributors and wholesalers are
welcome to contact us, we are always open
for a nice conversation.

What are your plans for the coming months?

“ W E BE L IE V E IF YOU HAV E
A UNIQUE , HAND- MADE
PRODUC T W ITH DUTC H
QUAL ITY STANDARDS,
THE N C ONSUME RS/

RE TAIL E RS W IL L FIND
OUR BRAND.”
R OY J A C O B S

Roy: We don’t rest on our laurels here, we
are always creating, pushing Ylva & Dite to
a higher level. That is why we are currently
upgrading our packaging so it will fit perfectly
with the quality of the dildos. Expect to hear
more on this will very soon. Apart from that,
we got our own stainless-steel vibrating bullet
which can be used with our dildos to provide
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our customers with new thrills. And it creates
a perfect link between a dildo and a vibrator.
And of course, there will be some new models
in our dildo range and a wholly new collection
of butt plugs.
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We firmly believe

this just the beginning
Sarah Po ol e o u tl i n e s L o v e h o n e y ’s s u c c e s s f ul stra tegy f o r th e ma instrea m reta il ma rket

When will we achieve the big breakthrough
moment? When will sex toys finally achieve
mainstream status? We don’t know the
answer to this question, but we do know that
Lovehoney is working hard to expedite the
process. The list of renowned mainstream
retail companies that carry Lovehoney
products is already impressive, and it keeps
getting longer. Naturally, EAN was curious to
learn the secret of Lovehoney’s mainstream
success, so we asked the company’s B2B
National Account Manager, Sarah Poole, for
an interview.

Sarah Poole is the
Lovehoney B2B
National Account
Manager

Superdrug, Waitrose,
Lloyds Pharmacies - the
list of your mainstream
retail partners has
grown considerably
this year. Have sex
toys finally arrived
in the centre of
society?
Sarah Poole:
We still have
some

way to go before we can say that sex toys
have made it to the centre of society, but
our mainstream retail partnerships have
certainly made them more accessible to a
wider audience.

Vibrators have been around for ages, consumer acceptance and interest in these
products has grown in recent years...
What has prevented sex toys - with a few
exceptions - from becoming mainstream?
Sarah: Whilst many shoppers are clearly
delighted to see adult pleasure products
on the shelf in their local pharmacy, mainstream retailers by their very nature have a
broad demographic to appeal to and naturally they have concerns about how some
of their more conservative customers
might react. I think historically there’s been
an understandable hesitance to explore
the category in case it alienated certain
customers. Fortunately, the response from
consumers has been overwhelmingly
positive and small trial listings in a limited
number of stores were quickly extended
into more widespread distribution based
on the response from customers.

Can you tell us how much
persuading was necessary
to get your products
on the shelves of
the companies
mentioned
above?
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These Lovehoney products
are now available at Superdrug

Sarah: We’ve taken a data driven approach
to launching with mainstream retail partners
and in this way, we’ve been able to
demonstrate a growing consumer appetite,
overlaid with an increasing acceptance of
sex toys in wider society. It’s fair to say retailers
have needed some reassurance however the
growth potential in the market
is so compelling that we didn’t need any
kind of hard sell!

What requirements do your mainstream
partners have regarding your products, and
how do the requirements of your mainstream
partners differ from those of your partners in
the erotic market?
Sarah: Firstly, ranges and formats that are
appropriate for the target audience. The
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customer in a mainstream retailer is much
more likely to be making their first ever
purchase from the category, so retailers
are looking for beginner friendly ranges
that are non-intimidating. Packaging is
another key consideration. Products need
to look appealing on a crowded shelf and
functions and USPs need to be communicated,
but all in a way that this is subtle and
inoffensive to other customers shopping
adjacent categories Finally, mainstream
retailers have detailed requirements regarding
compliance, product safety and the
substantiation of any performance claims.
Lovehoney has been able to demonstrate
significant due diligence and expertise in
this area which has underpinned our
mainstream partnerships.

Let’s talk about the target group: Who do
you want to reach with your products in the
mainstream market?
Sarah: It’s all about the shopper who has
considered purchasing sex toys but feels
uncomfortable visiting a destination retailer,
whether in store or online. Our target
customer has an active interest in their
mental and physical Wellbeing and recognises
that a happier sex life has a positive impact
on their overall wellness.

There are quite a few who doubt that
consumers will dare to take the step and
put sex toys on the supermarket shopping
belt. Do your experiences indicate
something different?
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“ W E S EE MAIN S T REA M RETA IL AS PROV ING A GATE WAY INTO THE W ORL D OF ADU LT

P L E A S URE P RODUCT S, WITH CUSTOME RS GAINING THE C ONFIDE NC E TO INV E STIG ATE

T R A DI TI O N AL EROTIC RETAIL, H AV ING STARTE D THE IR JOURNE Y ON THE HIGH ST R E E T.”
SARAH POOLE

Sarah: The same might have been said about
condoms in the past! And yes, we have plenty
of evidence to show that customers are
actively buying sex toys from the retailers we’ve
partnered with.

There is a widespread notion that supermarkets,
drugstores, etc. that offer sex toys represent
direct competition for traditional erotic retail
outlets. What do you say?
Sarah: I’m a firm believer that these retailers
are attracting an incremental customer who
would otherwise find it difficult to engage with
our category. We also know that that initial
purchase can often lead a customer to seek out
more premium tech, more innovative features
or perhaps something more adventurous.
Something they won’t find in a mainstream
store. In this way, we see mainstream retail
as proving a gateway into the world of adult
pleasure products, with customers gaining the
confidence to investigate traditional erotic retail,
having started their journey on the high street.

Sarah: We’re certainly proud to be reaching
a wider audience with our message of sexual
happiness! And yes, we can already see a
number of great brands competing with us in
the mainstream space. We need other brands
in the mainstream sector to create a compelling
category offer and attract customers into stores
and online.

Are we perhaps experiencing some kind of
paradigm shift? Will more and more mainstream
retailers open up to sex toys?
Sarah: We firmly believe this just the
beginning. The customer response has been
overwhelmingly positive and we’ve benefited
from great media coverage which all helps to
spread confidence that this is a positive step
for retailers to take. We are very grateful to our
current retail partners for having the confidence
and vision to take that first step with us. They
are the real pioneers and their creation of a new
‘Sexual Wellness’ category with their customers’
health and wellbeing central to the proposition,
has created an attractive model for other
retailers to aspire to.

To what extent has Lovehoney opened the
door to the mainstream market for other
manufacturers in the sex toy sector? Are you
proud to be a pioneering company?
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Improved ergonomic design. Improved physical

interaction. Improved software interaction
KEON b y KII R O O - A n e w s ta n d a r d i n i n te r a c tive p lea sure
This interview with
Maurice Op de Beek,
Chief Technical Officer
at KIIROO, revolves
around KEON. The
new masturbator from
the Amsterdam-based
interactive sex toy
company was partially
based on customer
feedback, and it was
designed with an
ambitious goal in mind:
to raise the bar for
every future product in
this category.

Maurice Op de Beek,
KIIROO’s Chief
Technical Officer

The future of masturbation is here - this
is how you describe your latest product.
What is so revolutionary about KEON?
Maurice Op de Beek: Improved
ergonomic design. Improved physical
interaction. Improved software interaction
through our new and improved app,
FeelConnect 3.0 - available for Android
and iOs operating systems. Improved
discrete styling, perfect to travel with or
hide it in plain sight.

How long did the development of KEON
take? Which hurdles had to be overcome
during the development process?
Maurice Op de Beek: Research, design
& development of the KEON took
about eight months. Realisation &
manufacturing took another eight
months. The Chinese coronarelated lockdown & Chinese
New Year also impacted the
manufacturing process, adding
about three months. Conducting
quality in-depth research into
the market and customer needs
took quite a lot of time, effort,
and resources, none of which
were free. Even after collecting
customer feedback through in-depth
interviews and surveys, it was still quite
a challenge to work through
of the suggestions
and needs of our
diverse range

of customers. We had
users suggest attaching our
products to a drone for handsfree usage, another one suggested an
attachment so he could attach the device
to his trucker safety belt. Obviously, there
is a market need to ‘attach’ the KEON to
other objects. In the end, we went with a
good balance between market needs and
internal views and iced it with what was
actually feasible and accommodating to a
diverse variety of users.

So much technology and quality certainly
come at a price. What does KEON cost
the consumer?
Maurice Op de Beek: $249 for the
Keon & RealFeel Stroker Combo set.
Further down the road, we be selling
the KEON alone, but until we have
enough RealFeel Strokers on the market,
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“ RE SE ARC H, DE SIGN &

DE V E LOPME NT OF THE KE ON

TOOK ABOUT E IGHT MONTH S .

RE AL ISATION & MANUFAC TU R I NG
TOOK ANOTHE R E IGHT MONTHS .”
MAURICE OP DE BEEK

we will continue to sell the full set. It is also
worth noting that in the coming months, our
RealFeel Stroker Collection will be expanding.

Which target group do you have in
mind for KEON?
Maurice Op de Beek: Our target group is
very diverse. Not only do we cater to users
who are looking to use the device privately, or
with interactive content, but we also cater to
users who are looking for remote connection,
be it connecting to another KIIROO device
for established long-distance relationship
or looking for partnership via online forums.
We don’t believe there is a definitive type of
person or target group we are catering to.

In order to fully enjoy KEON, the user has to
connect to erotic content. Which offers/ adult
sites are available to the user?
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Maurice Op de Beek: We have a very long
list of interactive partner sites that we work
with. The majority of these sites can be
found on Feelme.com. To name a few
though, in 2D content we have:
FeelXVideos.com and Pornhub.com/
interactive. Interactive VR: FeelVRPorn and
VirtualRealPorn. Interactive webcam: islive.
com, Flirt4Free, Streamate, and Strip Chat.
And the list goes on.

The KEON set includes a stroker called
RealFeel - which unique selling points does
this product offer?
Maurice Op de Beek: We developed a TPE
formula that is a tangent material approach
to the ‘real deal’, just as the name implies. In
terms of geometry, we innovated a piece of
automated AI software that can generate a
manufacturable sleeve from a photo, plaster
cast, laser 3D scan or combination of all of
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those in just one day. Which means we can
react to market needs quickly and in an
agile way.

partner devices. It is compatible with mobile
VR through the VR platforms (and more), just
as I mentioned above.

RealFeel is your first stroker. Considering the
fact that demand for strokers, masturbators
etc. is extremely high, why you are only now
setting foot in this category?

When will the products be available for retail?

Maurice Op de Beek: The market saturation
for sleeves/strokers is quite high indeed,
however none of those products - or only a
very limited number - can be attached to, or
inter-operated with an automated interactive
masturbator that connects with interactive
content. Since our goal was to deliver the full
package, we naturally had to develop our own
stroker to meet the design goals for KEON.

Is KEON compatible with other KIIROO
products? And can it also be connected with
other VR devices?
Maurice Op de Beek: Yes! We have just
released our new app, FeelConnect 3.0, and
this new app makes it possible to connect
with other KIIROO devices and other KIIROO
122

Maurice Op de Beek: We have already
started selling B2B, but these units will only
be on shelves at the end of November /
December. We had a very successful preorder campaign for B2C where we sold out for
the foreseeable future.

The technological progress in the sex toy
market has been quite impressive. What will
the future bring? What will ‘stimulate’ people
in the future?
Maurice Op de Beek: The future of KIIROO
and the industry is erotic immersion, achieved
via a seamless ensemble of hardware,
software, and user interaction. Our goal
is to move into a world of butter-smooth
interoperability between users, devices &
content, preventing technology segmentation
by pioneering a new standard for a brave
new world.
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Treat this movement of inclusivity

as a movement and not just a trend
Se x e d uc ato r a n d r e ta i l s h o p o w n e r S h a n i Ha rt gets rea l a bo ut ra cism in th e p lea sure sp a ce

The adult toy industry is far
from immune to racism, tokenization and stereotypes, no matter where you’re located in the
world. It’s time we owned up
to our mistakes and genuinely
promised to do better in the
future. Shani Hart, a sex educator and co-founder of retailer

Sex educator
Shani Hart
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Hart’s Desire in Maryland, USA,
is ready to step up in the name
of true inclusivity. Hart is calling
out the elephant in the room
that’s plagued the pleasure
space since it’s inception. Hart
thinks the issues are obvious to
Black people like herself, and
yet so oblivious to our largely white-dominated industry.
Why is the so-called elephant
in the room invisible, despite
it’s enormous size, hence the
saying? Because unless you’re
a Person of Color, you’ve likely
been blind – whether willfully or
not – to the awkward situations,
embarrassingly tokenized products, and lack of representation
experienced by non-white people in the sex toy space.Hart
has been vocal throughout the
pleasure space on social media
and in American industry publications. Her request is actually
rather simple, and yet surprisingly difficult for many manufacturers to address: include
People of Color in your company teams, marketing messages,
product and packaging design,
and every facet of your business. In her first interview for
the European trade audience,
Hart spells out the problems
and subsequent solutions the
industry needs to address to
evolve for all.
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As a whole, how do you feel about the pleasure industry’s attitude towards BIPOC (Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color), whether as
peers in the industry or consumers?
Shani Hart: I really feel that the industry’s
attitude towards BIPOC (Black, Indigenous,
and People of Colour) is indifferent. I say that

attention, or at least act like they were paying
attention to Black people. All of a sudden sexual products manufacturers and major brands
were beginning to look at themselves and see
they were old and tired.
I think some companies really want to do
better and see the error in their ways. Some
are just performing and putting on an act. See,

“TH E MA IN P ROBLE M I C URRE NTLY SE E
IN P RODUCT DES I GN IS THAT A LOT OF

MAN UFA CT URERS STIL L ONLY MAKE C E RTAIN TOY S
IN A CAUCAUS IAN C OLOR.”
SHANI HART

to mean I don’t think most think about us one
way or another, well, before May 2020. I’ll get
into that date later. It’s kinda like when my
partner asks me if I’d like broccoli or cabbage
as my veggie for dinner. My answer is ‘Eh’. It
doesn’t really matter to me. The veggie isn’t
going to make or break the dinner. The veggie
isn’t the star of the show. The real important
part is the meat! In this analogy the meat is
white consumers and white B2B customers.
As a whole I feel the industry focuses on
white consumers’ likes, wants, and sexual
desires specifically. While the white market is
a substantial portion of the industry, BIPOC of
color have a lot of buying power that has been
overlooked for so long. That brings me to the
May 2020 date. Unfortunately, George Floyd’s
very untimely death brought new breath into
the Black Lives Matters movement. Not only
this industry, but all industries now had to pay
128

if they don’t put on this act, then they could
be cancelled. If you’ve ever been exposed
to Black Twitter you know Black folks don’t
play and will have a company cancelled in a
minute. No one wants to lose all of the buying
power of the Black consumers AND, now, all
of the white allies. So after saying all of that,
I still feel most of the industry still is actually
indifferent to specifically Black consumers
and also other BIPOC. They just can’t be as
obvious anymore.

Do you find that the pleasure industry is doing
a disservice to BIPOC consumers? Where is
the industry going wrong?
Shani: The pleasure industry is definitely doing
a disservice to BIPOC consumers. For so
long they’ve winged it. I feel manufacturers in
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 1 / 2 0 2 0
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recent years have tried to throw in their ‘token’
darker skinned products just for the right to
say, ‘Hey I’m one of the good ones, I have one
dildo or vibrator of color.’ Usually they were
of subpar material and non-realistic coloring.
I know I’m Black, but I have never, ever, ever,
seen an actual penis in the color black! And
I’ve seen a lot of penises lol. It boggles
my mind because all I can think
is that this company really
doesn’t care. Can’t really
care. What the pleasure
industry is basically saying
in these instances is that
we don’t care about you!
When I think of the sexual
products industry I would
love to be a part of, certain
things come to mind. I
think of bringing all types
of partners together intimately, empowering women
in their sexuality and sexual
confidence, and educating folks
on how to do this. I feel like it’s
evolving into that…very slowly.
But we can’t forget how it started.
The sexual products industry was/is
a Good Ole Boy Network. From what
I know, the companies were basically all
formed by white men. White men board
members, white men choosing what should
be manufactured, white men networking
together in the industry with each other. How
would the views of BIPOC be considered
when there were none at the table? They aren’t considered. That’s how we ended up with
dildos of the actual color black! In America,
we are already behind other countries with
respect to sexual freedom. Then, add on the
very different stigmas and shame that BIPOC
deal with about their sexuality, then add on the
lack of representation of products marketed
to us. Whew! Doesn’t propel you into a state
130

of sexiness. Imagine a young BIPOC, already
nervous about entering an adult store, walking
around the whole store and never seeing any
of the faces and bodies on the boxes look like
them. I love masturbating as much as many
other people, and imagination is very important during my play time. I’m already imagining
a hunky partner, but now I might have to
imagine that my real life dildo is also the color
I’d like if I didn’t have access to a dildo with a
little melanin.

Within the B2B sector,
where could we still
improve in terms of the
people on our teams,
our marketing campaigns, and generally
including BIPOC in our
business space?
Shani: Within the B2B sector
of this industry there’s a lot of
work that can be done. In my example above with the black colored dildo, I
believe if there were Black people in positions
of power and had the authority to make decisions, these types of toys wouldn’t have been
made. It’s one thing to have Black people that
work for the company in roles that don’t affect
the trajectory of change and another to have
Black decision makers on the payroll.
In the marketing space, having an inclusive
show of faces is really important. We (BIPOC)
can feel when there’s just the one token
BIPOC face used in a company’s marketing.
My bullsh*t alarm starts ringing! It’s like they
hired this one person, for one day, and said,
‘Here you go!’ It’s hard to please everyone all
of the time, but sprinkling in different faces
and bodies, besides stereotypical ones, is the
only way to move forward. Last but certainly
not least, there had always been a deficiency
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or BIPOC faces in the Sex Educator world,
a needed segment of this industry. As a sex
educator myself, I’m a little partial to this one.
At trade shows, sexuality conferences, brand
ambassadors, and media publications there
weren’t very many non white faces being
highlighted and more importantly paid. We are
a vital link between a lot of companies and
consumers.

Talk about some of the product designs
and package copy writing that you and your
retail customers have found offensive over
the years. Are the products offensive in and
of themselves, or is it the copywriting and
marketing images that makes these products
disgusting for BIPOC to witness?
Shani: Product designs and product packaging is a part of this industry that still needs
lots of work. Let’s go back to the olden days
of sex toys, actually not that long ago. A lot of
the products that were manufactured in darker
skin tones weren’t actually for BIPOC, they
were made for white men. It’s apparent from
the pictures and more importantly the copy
on the packages. Product packaging was,
and still is in some markets today, designed
with very racist and sexist undertones, and
sometimes overtones! I mentioned imagination
earlier. These toys were for white men that
fetishsized BIPOC body parts. A concept that
is quite noticeable throughout different manufacturer’s product lines. One of the things
that really baffled me is that the actual product
inside wasn’t bad. It was the packaging! My
main offenders had to be the male masturbators. Depending if the product had a Black,
Asian, or Latin model, it had corresponding
racist or degrading descriptions. I often was
at a crossroads between carrying accessible
products with affordable price points for my
customers or going without certain toys. I’m
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happy that right now there are a lot of companies putting in the work to provide alternative
products to the problematic ones that used to
dominate the market.
Some of my other concerns were with dildos
of color. First, the naming of the colors was
absurd to me. Many of the white dildos were
called the color ‘flesh’ and the darker colors
were flavors ‘chocolate’ and ‘caramel’. So,
caucasian dildos are the color of skin? Sounds
a little Jim Crow era to me. I’ve seen tan
colored dildos labeled as ‘mulatto’. That’s my
skin color and last time I checked, both of my
parents were black.
The main problem I currently see in product
design is that a lot of manufacturers still only
make certain toys in a caucausian color. I
serve a mostly Black customer base and if I
had a dollar for every time someone asked if
a product came in a darker complexion and
answered no, I’d be sunning on my yacht right
now instead of writing this article.

Which companies are ‘getting it right,’ so
to speak, as of the moment? Are there any
brands who have either been getting it right
from the start, or have followed through on
committing to do better?
Shani: I sat here stewing for a long time trying
to think of specific companies that are getting
it right now and have always been getting it
right. In some cases as soon as I was about
to type their name, I thought of something I
remembered that I didn’t like. And in others,
I feel like someone is going to call me out for
naming someone incorrectly!
I feel as though most of the companies that
had been around since the beginning have
made their share of mistakes and the newer
companies with fresh eyes are doing much
better than the dinosaur major brands. Without doing an extensive search through every
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company’s marketing and packaging history
some that come to mind are:
•
LELO: They blew my mind with having
one of my favorite people at the time,
Amber Rose, as a Brand Ambassador
when having Black ambassadors wasn’t
the ‘in’ thing like it is currently.
•
Sportsheets: Their new packaging is fire!
The unapologetically Black models gave
me life!
Also, companies like Tantus, Blush, Vedo,
Dame Products, XR Brand, We-Vibe, Wom-

•

•
•

•

Hire BIPOC to consult on current business practices instead of guessing or
doing nothing.
All manufacturers fix derogatory packaging images and copy immediately.
Crush the ‘glass ceiling’ of Black sex toy
manufacturers and Black retail brands
from the Good Ole Boy Network.
Treat this movement of inclusivity as a
movement and not just a trend

“I S TILL F EEL MOST OF THE INDUSTRY STIL L IS

ACT UALLY IN DIF F ERE NT TO SPE C IFIC AL LY BL AC K
CON S UMERS A N D AL SO OTHE R BIPOC .”
SHANI HART

anizer, and so many others that focus more
on the actual product versus using a lot of
images of non-BIPOC.

If you could hand the pleasure industry
an action list to create a more inclusive,
comfortable space for BIPOC, what main
points would you include?
Shani: In no specific order, and a list that
always deserves updates, in order to get to a
dream world inclusive pleasure industry I feel
these points need to be addressed:
•
Hire more BIPOC to have seats at the
head table where decisions are made
within Sexual Product Companies.
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This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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We strongly advise customers to prepare themselves for

these shopping events, starting with Single’s Day on 11-11
Le nnar d H o n e be c k e o n E D C W h o l e s a l e ‘ s N o vember ca mp a ign
The bad news: EDC Wholesale’s ‘
October Deals’ are over. The good
news: There are also numerous
discounts in November. So, you still
have an opportunity to stock up for the
holiday season and save some money
while you’re doing so. However, our
interview with EDC Wholesale Sales
Manager Lennard Honebecke is not
just limited to the November special
offers; we also talk about the
company’s expansion and its sizeable
investments to create more capacities.
Your ‘October Deal’ campaign will already
be over by the time this interview is published, but in November, new discounts
are already waiting. What can the retailers
look forward to?
Lennard Honebecke: Yes, we’ve just
finished our first virtual event, and with
great success. October is usually the
month in which we launch new brands at
the eroFame Trade Convention, an event
where we meet many of our customers in
person. We really miss seeing everyone,
so we decided to organise a virtual event
to see our customers during online meetings and to offer them our annual ‘trade
show offers’. These offers were only
available by ordering directly at our sales
team during a 1-on-1 virtual meeting. We
offered discounts on 13 top-selling house
brands, including the newest colourful
vibes from PMV20. In November, we will
have new offers with a special discount
on the EasyToys collections, including the
136
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popular Fetish Collection and the full Boners
line. These offers are available online and will
last till the end of November.

Why did you choose these brands for the November campaign?
Lennard: The EasyToys collections were not on
offer in the October Deals but are always popular and have a great variety that makes them
interesting for a large number of customers. We
added the Boners collection to the November
campaign to give our customers a wide selection of products to benefit from.

Lennard: Yes, we are very satisfied with the
first edition of this online event. In our industry,
we are used to connecting in person and to
meet each other face to face. So, for us and
also for our customers, this was something
new. But we were pleased to see that everyone
has gotten used to online meetings, so it was
very easy to set up the connection and it was
very nice to see familiar faces during these
1-on-1 meetings. We were a little shy at first to
talk to a camera and a laptop, but once you get
feedback from your meeting partner it starts to
feel like a ‘normal’ conversation.

Which brands and products were particularly
well received during the sales campaign?
Black Friday, Cyber Monday, and of course
Christmas are still coming up - reason and time
enough to stock up on products at a lucrative
price?
Lennard: Definitely, the beginning of this year
has seen tremendous growth in the sale of sex
toys. Reason enough to predict an even bigger
shopping season than previous years. We
strongly advise customers to prepare themselves for these shopping events, starting with
Single’s Day on 11-11. This is a big day for consumers to buy a gift for themselves, and from
previous years we have learned that consumers
tend to spend more money on themselves than
on gifts for others. Especially when it comes to
personal gifts like sex toys or lingerie.

Lennard: Our number 1 bestseller during this
sales campaign was Bloom, a beautiful vibrator
collection we introduced at the beginning of
this year. Second in line was LuvEgg, with
vibrating eggs in 3 pastel colours. Rosy Gold,
our overall top-selling collection ever since we
have introduced it last year at eroFame, was
also well received during this campaign and
last but not least, there was our latest brand
PMV20 with its colourful vibes.

Have you felt any pandemic-related effects on
your ‘October Deals’? Was there any backlog
demand from customers?
Lennard: We see that our online customers are
selling more since the beginning of the corona crisis. We have heard about very diverse
growth numbers, some even up to 100% -

Are you satisfied with the results of the
‘October Deals’?
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even before the start of the shopping season.
We expect consumers to spend more money
online this year, so making the switch to selling
online has been very beneficial for many of our
customers.

How long has EDC Wholesale been working
on these large campaigns like the ‘October
Deals’?
Lennard: Since it was decided that all trade
shows would be cancelled. That’s when we
started making plans to offer our customers
special offers to boost their online sales. And
since November is the kick-off month for the
shopping season, we thought it would be best
to start in October just like we would any other
year when we present our brands and special
offers at the trade shows.

Recently, EDC Wholesale announced that they
would invest several million euros in expanding
their capacities - i.e. warehousing and production - in order to continue along their growth
trajectory. Expansion and growth despite Corona crisis? How does that fit together?
4
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Lennard: In our case, I would have to say;
expansion and growth because of the corona
crisis. At the very beginning of the crisis, we
were faced with longer production periods
which led to an out-of-stock situation, and
because of this we decided to change our purchasing strategy and keep larger stocks. The
corona crisis was the reason, but of course our
plans are based on future growth and seasonal
peaks. Which means we need more space to
keep a larger stock and to prepare for future
growth.

Can you give us some details about your
planned construction projects? How will EDC
Wholesale position itself in the future once
these plans are realised?
Lennard: We are in the process of building two
new halls; the first hall of 600 sqm is currently
under construction and will provide space for
2 packing machines with the capacity to pack
20 orders per minute. The second hall of 2600
sqm is going to offer space for thousands of
pallets, enabling us to expand our storage
capacity. The second hall will be finished in the
summer of 2021, so just in time for next year’s
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shopping season. This means we can keep a
larger stock of top-sellers and seasonal products, for instance the advent calendar.

What is the Experience Center, your new showroom, all about? What can your customers
experience there?
Lennard: Customers can experience our collections, which are showcased in a 1200 sqm
showroom. We have our top-selling brands on
display so customers can see the full collections,
the packaging, and also test the products. We
finished the showroom at the start of the corona
crisis so, unfortunately, we were not able to
open it to the public yet. But we have used it
for our virtual event, and it was great to have an
area with all our products on display, the way
we would normally have during the trade show.
We can take the laptop around the showroom to
show the customers our collection.
6
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Let’s turn from square meters and products to
the jobs you create. How important is it for you
to offer secure jobs to people in your region?
Lennard: To be able to grow and to continue
along this trajectory, we need more qualified
people to prepare for our future goals. We
expanded our wholesale team this year with an
online marketer and a marketing director. They
are taking our promotional activities to the next
level, making sure that our online platform is up
to date and also ready for the future. We are
hiring new people each month to strengthen
our teams as we continue to grow in every
department.
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The release of Simply was a

milestone for Wicked Sensual Care
Wi c k e d Se n s u a l Ca r e p r e v a i l s th r o u gh th e p a ndemic with a new p ro duct co llectio n

While the rest of the pleasure industry toiled away in quarantine insanity, the
folks at Wicked Sensual Care took a decidedly more simple route. Instead
of whipping up a wild new flavor of dessert-worthy lubricant or debuting the
world’s latest and greatest, over-the-top pleasure invention, Team Wicked
stripped their 2020 collection bare. What remained was only the healthiest,
most body-safe, and pH-friendly sex goop that might wind up changing
the lube landscape anyhow. Meet the appropriately named Simply. This
4-product lubricant line includes options in water-based and silicone-water
hybrid lubes and gels. The Simply collection ticks all the boxes of health,
safety and good ethics. These lubricants are all vegan and, of course, not
tested on animals. They’re also free of parabens, glycerin, and propylene
glycol – you know, all that icky stuff that can cause stinging and skin irritation.
Simply’s signature ingredient is olive leaf extract, and
unless you’d like a little dimethicone in your lube for that
extra slick fix, there’s not much else worth mentioning
in these straight-to-the-point formulas (and that’s
definitely a good thing). Team Wicked’s Director of
Marketing, Cassie Pendleton, is here to spread the word
of cleanliness in lube science and tell us all about what
makes Simply so delightfully – well – simple.
How has Wicked Sensual Care fared
this year throughout the Covid roller
coaster? Has your team adjusted to this
challenging market?
Cassie Pendleton: What a rollercoaster
it’s been! Once the pandemic hit,
we really just wanted to support our
customers however we could. This
meant a few things, including support of
the companies whose websites started
to take off, were being revamped,
or even newly created to be able
to still sell products when brick and
mortar locations were forced to close.

Cassie Pendleton,
Director of Marketing
Wicked Sensual Care
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We became engulfed in marketing
collateral, providing assets, samples,
and promotions to everyone. We also
took time to focus on our own digital
presence and projects including the
redesign of WickedSensualCare.com.
We wanted to optimise our customer
experience, for trade (B2B) and the end
user (B2C). We created a brand new
online B2B portal that includes up to
date product specifications, high res
images, education and assets for all
of our B2B partners. It’s user friendly,
intuitive, and also more representative of
our brand in both design and resources.
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Another way Covid prompted us to pivot
and evolve was our education. We are
now able to offer product training, webinars
and classes digitally via Zoom as well as
archived videos customers may stream
on demand for Simply, our newest line of
personal lubricants.

Covid aside, what were some highlights for
your team and product line this year?
Cassie: The release of Simply in February was
a milestone for Wicked Sensual Care. This
latest incarnation is an evolution of our line
and a direct response to consumer feedback.
Simply was conceived with a very clear vision.
Each product is composed of clean and
simple formulas, completely free of Glycerin
and Propylene Glycol and enhanced with
our signature ingredient - Olive Leaf Extract.
Simply maintains the WSC non-negotiable
values which are Vegan, Cruelty Free, and
Paraben free. The reception to Simply has
been incredible and we’re so excited it’s
available in the marketplace

Cassie: The Simply collection which includes
4 formulas: Simply Aqua, Simply Aqua Jelle,
Simply Hybrid, and Simply Hybrid Jelle. These
four formulas kick off this line, providing clean
and simple formulas that are all compatible with
all toy materials and great for all types of play.

What’s unique and awesome about the new
lubes you debuted this year?
Cassie: Simply is just that - a line of clean and
simple formulas. We use natural ingredients
with consumers wants and needs placed at
the forefront of our formulations. Always Vegan,
cruelty free, and paraben free, this new line
also contains NO propylene glycol or glycerin
and is enhanced with Olive Leaf Extract. The
packaging also takes a turn away from our
elegant black bottles. The Simply packaging is
all white.

What marketing avenues have you explored
for these new releases? Have you changed or
evolved any aspects of your marketing due to
Covid’s effect on the industry and consumers?
Cassie: We’ve utilized all channels to get the
word out about Simply. This includes trade
shows in January and virtual ones since the

Tell us about the rest of your new releases
from 2020. What other new lubricants did
you launch?
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body positivity, but men can also be advocates.
We definitely see the results of these efforts with
increased sales overall, but there’s still work to
be done. Educate to elevate. So we continue to
share education towards the very real benefits,
and that lube is for everybody.

pandemic hit with resulting #stayhome orders.
We amped up our social media to showcase
Simply, redesigned our website to easily
showcase new products, and we made sure all
of our distribution partners were educated and
excited about the line upon its launch.

“WE S TILL F IND THAT L UBE STIGMA E XISTS
IN TH E WORLD , BUT THE E DUC ATION THAT

WORKS TOWARDS DISMANTL ING THIS IS MUC H
MORE A CCES SIBL E .”
CASSIE PENDLETON

What are your team plans for the remainder of
2020 and leading into 2021? Do you have any
plans to resume travel or attending events?

Where do you feel that lubricants stand in
the consumer market these days? How do
consumers view lubricants as a part of their solo
or partnered sex lives, and what do they look for
in a quality lubricant product?
Cassie: We still find that lube stigma exists in
the world, but the education that works towards
dismantling this is much more accessible. We’re
grateful to the retailers on the ‘front lines’ doing
the work of educating consumers on all of the
benefits and necessities of lubricant. We also
work with media to educate consumers and
most lifestyle publications and websites are
embracing our products. Almost every week
we get a new mention or article in Cosmo or
Refinery29 and we are always trying to stretch
this to different markets. Women hold a very
important role in the acceptance of lube and
146

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent

Cassie: We are continuing to offer virtual
training courses and we are boosting up
our digital assets for the remainder of the year.
We are making sure to stay connected by
participating in select virtual trade shows and
some of our team has resumed travel,
with very stringent precautions to
ensure everyone’s safety. We are
also producing webinars which
can be streamed on demand.
And we might have some
new flavors and lines in
the works. Stay tuned to
WickedSensualCare.com for
the latest news and updates.
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SHOTS already feels

like one big, happy family

R e n s S m i d t – Th e new member o f th e SH OTS sa les tea m
In this interview, Rens
Smidt tells us about his
first months with SHOTS,
which at the same time
marked his first months
in the erotic industry.
His position within the
company puts him in
charge of ‘Inside Sales
Europe’ - and it makes him
the latest member of the
SHOTS sales team.

How have your first months at SHOTS
been? Have you settled in already?
Rens Smidt: Yes, I’ve been here a few
months already and that time seems
to have flown by. During the first few
weeks, I received some intense training
from my SHOTS colleagues and also a
variety of suppliers. I am becoming more
knowledgeable about the products, which
translates into me being able to share that
knowledge with the customer.
I have already met and spoken with a lot of
customers, which has been really great for
me. I’m fully enjoying my role as a member
of the SHOTS team and am
very grateful to everyone for the time and
effort they have put into helping me.
One thing I know for sure: It will all pay
off in positive results!!!

The position you are holding is called
‘Inside Sales Europe’. Could you describe
your area of responsibility?
Rens: ‘Inside Sales Europe’ is a newly
created position within the SHOTS
organisation. With an ever-expanding
clientele, our account managers will be
getting some much-needed support from
me, and I will also be looking after my own
customer base in Europe. In these crazy
Covid-19 times, it is very important to keep
a finger on the pulse of our customers
and support them in any which way we
can. Obviously, due to this situation my
first line of contact will be via phone and

Rens Smidt can be reached
at: rens@shots.nl / Mobile:
+31 658 976 221
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e-mail, where I can offer new products and
answer customer questions and queries.
Once Covid is over, I am very much
looking forward to being able to travel and
visit those customers.
I am also responsible for the expansion of
our ever-growing drop shipping network
in Europe. SHOTS stock a huge range of
popular, top-selling brands, and we have
recently converted our logistics centre
to cater to this new demand, making us
the ideal partner for drop shipping. With
very interesting terms and discounts, we
are ready for the future, so if this fantastic
system is something for you, don’t hesitate
to contact me!

Where and how do you position yourself
within the SHOTS Sales Team?
Rens: The SHOTS sales team work
closely together, and they are always
ready to help each other if necessary. As
I already mentioned, I have been given
my own customer base and I am in the
process of establishing a solid relationship
with them. I believe it’s about being social
and staying loyal to my customers but
also being able to give them as much
information about the products as I
possibly can. I’m still blown away by the
amount of time my SHOTS colleagues and
fellow suppliers dedicated to me, while
also being very busy themselves.
SHOTS already feels like one big, happy
family and I love how everyone comes
together and works as one as we
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ultimately strive for the same goal.
It is also nice to have my own area and
customer base so that I can fully focus on
my customers. While I do work with the
sales team most of the time, all departments
communicate so well with each other, and I
believe communication within the company is
the key to our success.

which is one of the most appealing things to
me about this job.

You had only worked at SHOTS for a short
time when the world changed dramatically
due to the corona epidemic. How did you
experience this time?

“TH E REA SON I C HOSE SHOTS IS THE FRE E DOM

YOU GET A N D THE RE SPONSIBIL ITY THAT C OME S
WITH IT. ”
R E N S S M I DT

What does a typical working day at your
company look like?
Rens: Well, a cup of coffee while discussing
the things that lie ahead of us always kicks
the day off to a good start. Thereafter, I like to
make a daily schedule for myself so that I can
get to work in a structured way and complete
all the points on my list These mostly concern
calling customers, handling orders, doing
research, etc. I stay focused throughout the
day to make sure that I have achieved all my
goals by the end of the day.
I go for a bite to eat with my colleagues at
lunch time or I go for a walk, and every now
and then, there is room for a prank or a good
joke because a day without laughter is a day
not lived. The days tend to pass very quickly
at the office because you get a lot of freedom
and you are responsible for your own stuff,
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Rens: It has been a difficult and uncertain
time for everyone, of course, and I think it still
is. Working in an office now is a little different
from what we knew as normal. Actually, I
would have started a bit earlier with SHOTS,
but due to the corona pandemic, this had
to be postponed. Fortunately, I have been
working here for a while now and I have to
say, I am a very happy chappy. I have always
had a positive mindset and I feel lucky to have
been able to start working at SHOTS just
as a lot of people were losing their jobs and
companies were going bankrupt.

Back to more pleasant things: How did your
engagement at SHOTS come about?
Rens: I was looking for a new job because I
felt it was time for a new direction in my life.
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Selling adult toys wasn’t the first thing that came
to mind though, ha ha! Hein Schouten (Sales
Director) invited me to come in and have a talk
about the new vacancy, ‘Inside Sales Europe’.
The first time I stepped into the showroom full of

which means plenty of growth opportunities for
me as well. I think my expectations have more
than come true as I have been able to perform
important tasks much faster than expected.
Great projects and challenges are constantly

“ I ’ M S TI LL BLOWN AWAY BY TH E AMOUNT OF TIME MY SHOTS C OL L E AGUE S AND

FE L LOW SUP P LIERS DEDICAT ED TO ME , W HIL E AL SO BE ING V E RY BUSY THE MSE LV E S .”
R E N S S M I DT

toys, dolls, and everything else is a moment I’ll
never forget! It took a while to get used to it in
the beginning, but after a while you don’t even
notice. The feeling I got from Oscar (the owner)
and Hein during the interview was immediately
positive, so I didn’t have to think long about
taking the job. I did have to explain to my
grandmother three times that I was going to sell
sex products, but in the end, she laughed about
it, too.

So, what attracted you to this new job? What
expectations did you have when you started
working at SHOTS? And did they come true?
Rens: I have a lot of ambition and I think it’s
important to grow as a person in the field of
work in, but also on a personal level. The reason
I chose SHOTS is the freedom you get and the
responsibility that comes with it. You are very
much involved in the decision-making process,
and everyone is willing to listen to your ideas.
Of course, I knew that SHOTS is a very large
international company that is still growing,
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coming up at SHOTS, so I am sure that we will
have many great moments together.

What did you do before you joined SHOTS?
Rens: Previous to SHOTS. I worked in sales
for a car parts wholesaler, which is a world
away from sex toys. I did that for a number
of years and that’s where I laid the foundation
for my sales techniques. I also worked for a
catering company as a side job, which I really
enjoyed doing as it brought me into contact
with so many different people. This is the same
company that did the catering for all the past
Shots parties, so I am already familiar with the
great parties that the company has organised.

To what extent does your previous experience
help you with your current tasks at SHOTS?
Rens: If you look at my work experience in
recent years, I have learned a lot of sales
techniques and language skills in the automotive
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sector. During that time, I was also in contact
with customers by phone all day, and I always
had to be quick off the mark. On a personal
level - and also from dealing with customers I have learned something from both jobs. I am
only 24 years old, so I haven’t finished learning
yet, but I will definitely implement the things
I’ve learned so far in my job at SHOTS.

Rens: I’m an all-round fun-loving person
and before Covid-19, during the weekend,
you would find me with friends on a nice
terrace or in the pub. I still try to do that, but
of course with the right corona measures
in place as things are all a bit different at
the moment. I also like to play a game of
football on weekends, where the third half is

“I H AD N O IDEA THE RE W E RE SO MANY DIFFE RE NT
KIN DS OF S EX TOY S.”
R E N S S M I DT

You are relatively new to the market for sex toys
- which aspects of it surprised you the most?
Rens: Ha ha, that’s a good question. I had
no idea there were so many different kinds
of sex toys. Obviously, a few of them left me
wondering what they were used for because I
come from a completely different industry, but I
am a quick and eager learner.

especially important. I can regularly be found
in the gym, getting rid of all the calories that
come with drinks and fatty snacks during the
weekend. I live in the most beautiful city in
the Netherlands, called Nijmegen, and I really
enjoy my time here. I also love holidays and I
am really looking forward to the possibility of
going away again, hopefully next year.

You may answer this question with ‘yes’ or
‘no’: Is the market for sex toys a market like
any other?
Rens: Yes, but it’s a lot more fun!

What should we know about Rens Smidt, the
private person? What do you do when you are
not selling sex toys?
154
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We set a new standard for sex toys, and it has

remained the industry benchmark until this very day
Ev e ry t hi ng y o u a l w a y s w a n te d to k n o w a bo ut silico ne, ex p la ined by Simo ne Ka lz

Silicone has become a building block of the
modern erotic market. Given the numerous
advantages of this substance, it has defined
the look and feel of vibrators, dildos, and lots
of other products – and will continue to do so
for a long time. Interestingly enough, silicone
hasn’t been used for sex toy production all
that long, as Simone Kalz, Head of Production
and Product Development at FUN FACTORY,
explains. In our interview, she explains why
the year 1995 played such a pivotal role in the
history of silicone sex toys, and she outlines the
subtle differences between silicone types.
What would the market for vibrators and
dildos look like today if there was no
silicone?
Simone Kalz: Cold and very HARD
(laughs). We would definitely see
more alternative materials such as
wood, porcelain, or glass. Some of
the advantages of silicone include
elasticity, bio compatibility, and the
fact that it adapts to the ambient
temperature. Moreover, you can
achieve several degrees of
shore hardness with
silicone. In layman’s
terms, that means
that you can
change the
hardness of
silicone.
Simone Kalz, Head of
Production and Product
Development at FUN
FACTORY

Those are qualities that make silicone so
perfect for sex toy manufacturers, miles
ahead of other materials.

Let’s start with the basics: What exactly
is silicone?
Simone Kalz: Silicone is an artificially
produced substance whose core
structure is made up of silicon and
oxygen atoms. I don’t want to give you
chemistry class flashbacks, so I’ll try
to keep it short and simple: When you
synthetically create silicone, you get a
very long chain of silicon and oxygen
molecules. Silicone can have different
aggregate states, from liquid to solid.
Liquid silicone is made up of individual
molecule chains, silicone rubber is
made up of loosely connected molecule
chains, and silicone resin consists of
firmly connected molecule chains. The
stronger the connection, the more solid
the end product. Apart from that, there
are very few other chemical reactions
with silicones, which makes them very
reliable.

Why did people invent silicone in the first
place, and how is it used today?
Simone Kalz: The term silicone was first
mentioned at the beginning of the 20th
century when a British chemist started
experimenting with silicon. In 1940, there
was basically a tie between a German
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and an American chemist,
who both found ways of
producing silicone at the
same time. And thus began
the industrial production of silicone.
Today, we use it for countless purposes, from
electrical engineering to medical purposes to
making baking pans. Silicone is everywhere.

And who had the glorious idea of using
silicone for vibrators and dildos?
Simone Kalz: That would be the founders of
FUN FACTORY, Dirk Bauer and Michael Pahl.
In 1995, the two produced the first silicone
dildo. They actually created it at the kitchen
table, and it was shaped like a penguin - and
so, our famous PADDY PENGUIN was born.
That was definitely a small revolution in the sex
toy market. Finally, there was a product made
from a body-safe material that was free of
plasticisers and solvents and appealed to the
consumers’ senses in whole new ways with its
innovative shape and bright, playful colours.

Why is silicone such a great fit for sex toys?
Why has it become the go-to material for
the industry?
Simone Kalz: First of all, it has a very realistic
feel to it. Silicone is soft and flexible, and it can
be shaped, modified, and coloured any way
you like. Once you have arrived at the final
shape and hardness level, it will stick to that
shape. Also, it adapts to the body temperature
incredibly quickly, making it very pleasant to
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use. On top of all that, there is the hygienic
element. Silicone is super-easy to clean, and it
is biocompatible.

However, if you look at the various industry
definitions, you have premium silicone,
platinum silicone, high-quality silicone, medicalgrade silicone, food-grade silicone, etc. What
is the difference between those? Is there good
and bad silicone?
Simone Kalz: Long story short, there are
different types of silicone for different fields of
application. That’s also why there are so many
different designations. For instance, the term
premium silicone is often used in the sanitary
field, in plumbing, etc. where silicone is used
for sealing and so on. In the sex toy field, we
have always used medical-grade silicone, after
all the toys are used on or in the human body,
meaning they are in direct contact with our
mucous membranes. Medical-grade silicone
has its very own formulations to make sure it
can be used for medical purposes and that it is
perfectly safe for the human body. We set great
store by delivering top-quality products, so
we’d never even consider using another type of
silicone - even though medical-grade silicone
has its price, as we learned from lots and lots
of negotiations with our suppliers throughout
the years.

Body-safe seems to be one of the key words
when you talk about silicone. How would you
define body-safe, and is there also something
like body-unsafe silicone?
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Simone Kalz: That kind of takes
us back to the previous question.
As the name suggests, body-safe
silicones are silicone types that
are bio-compatible and skin-safe.
You can use them on or in the body
without any adverse effects. But there
are also technical silicones that are only
used in the field of automotive production.
The production conditions there are not as
strictly regulated, and neither is the crosslinking process during the processing phase. It
goes without saying that we would never use
such types of silicone for our products.

Are there any pointers that make it easier to
identify ‚good‘ silicone? For instance, are there
international standards or norms regarding the
quality of silicone?
Simone Kalz: Yes, there are
individual standards and
norms for the individual
fields in which silicone
is used. Things
like FDA and
DIN. To identify
good silicone
on the spot,
we recommend
smelling it. If you
hold the toy under
your nose and you get
an unpleasant, chemical
smell, or if it feels sticky to the
touch, you might want to pick another
product. However, if there is no smell, that’s
definitely a good sign. Also, you should always
make it a point to check where the product
was made. If necessary, consult the technical
factsheets. It really pays dividends to play it
safe here. There is another pro tip I can share,
but please, don’t try this at home! Medical160

grade silicone is highly heat-resistant
and pure. So, if you hold it to a flame,
the flame will be very small and blue. With
non-medical silicone, you get a much bigger
flame, and you get black smoke and soot. But
again, don’t do this to your sex toys.

In 1996, FUN FACTORY became the very
first company to launch sex toys made from
medical-grade silicone. Please, explain: Why
was that such a quantum leap?
Simone Kalz: We set a whole new standard
for sex toys, and it has remained the industry
benchmark until this very day. In 1996, there
were no body-safe materials in the sex toy
market. Using medical-grade silicone to create
colourful, appealing products took sex toys to
a whole new level of acceptance, lifting them
out of the shadows of dodgy dubiousness
and towards a more respectable, normalised
image. You might say that we made it possible
for people to own and enjoy sex toys without
having to worry about adverse effects on
their bodies. I think that’s something to be
proud of.

What types of silicone does FUN FACTORY
rely on at the moment?
Simone Kalz: As mentioned before, we only
use medical-grade silicone that meets all the
criteria of FDA Class IV. Within that category
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we use various kinds of silicones to create
our products. Unfortunately, that’s all the
information I can divulge.

The technology for
processing silicone also
seems to have come
a long way. As a
result, we see lots
of so-called dual
density and liquid
silicone products
launching onto the
market right now.
What can you tell us
about those products?
Simone Kalz: Sure, with
silicone becoming the dominant
material for sex toy production, the means
and methods for processing and manipulating
it have evolved over the course of the past
decades. FUN FACTORY have worked with
liquid silicones from the very beginning. You
basically have two components, and during
production, when you expose them to air,
they vulcanise and mesh. It is called addition
curing, and it results in body-compatible
products that are non-breakable while also
being highly flexible.

work with a handful of reliable production
partners, many of whom have supplied us
with silicone for many, many years. As I stated
earlier, the single-most important thing for us
is to ensure the quality of our products. We
want our customers to be perfectly happy
and satisfied with our toys, and for them to
be able to enjoy them knowing that they are
perfectly safe. This mission statement dictates
our approach across the board – not just with
respect to design and functionality, but also
and especially when it comes to the materials.

Will silicone continue to be the dominant
material in sex toy production or are people
looking for alternatives?
Simone Kalz: Well, people are constantly
doing research, experimenting with materials,
and it is quite possible that we will see new,
interesting substances in sex toy production
going forward. However, that doesn’t diminish
the great qualities of silicone. It has so many
advantages, several of which I have described
over the course of this interview. We have
become veritable silicone experts, and we
have no doubt that this material will play a big
role in the sex toy industry for years and years
to come.

A lot of products that are made in China also
include heat-cured silicones.
Apart from body compatibility, does silicone
also make the cut when it comes to eco
compatibility? For instance, is it degradable?
And what about the production conditions?
Simone Kalz: As a matter of fact, there are
ways to break down silicone, and we are
trying new processes all the time. Of course,
we don’t produce our silicone ourselves. We
162
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Sex tech is getting deeper
into people’s daily lives

A n i n te r v i e w with Lo vense C E O Da n Liu
Ten years ago, Lovense
presented the very first
‘smart’ vibrator, and while
the technology seems
antiquated from today’s
point of view - the toy
was controlled via Skype
connection - there is no
denying that it marked the
beginning of a far-reaching trend in the sex tech
segment. EAN invited Dan
Liu, the CEO of Lovense,
to an interview about the
new generation of Lovense
products and the technological progress that was
made in the past ten years.

Social distancing, quarantine, travel
restrictions etc. - The topic of longdistance relationships has probably never
been more relevant than in 2020. Has
demand for your products increased
during the last months?
Dan Liu: The lockdown has definitely
accelerated the spread of sex toys and
made them more popular among a
mainstream audience. We’ve noticed a
growing adoption of smart toys due to
the COVID-19 measures, and we expect
that the need for sex tech will continue to
grow and that people who use Lovense
products can maintain a bond through
physical intimacy. Partners who are located
in two different locations can replicate
real sex by using our Max 2, Nora, and
Mission toys as they react to each other’s
movements. Or they can just activate
each other`s toys and pass on control
while maintaining video, audio, or text chat
interaction.
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During the COVID-19 lockdown, demand
for all our toys increased significantly. This
year is our best period in terms of sales
revenue in the history of the company.
Sales of Max 2 and Nora, which are the
best options for long-distance relationships, increased by about 250% compared to the same time period last year.
We continue to win over new mainstream
customers through our website and
e-commerce channels in a number of
countries. We see high growth rates
in countries like Canada and Australia.
Demand in the US and Europe, which are
our main markets, also remains very high.

In 2010, Lovense launched the world’s first
‘smart’ vibrator, which was controlled via
Skype connection at the time. This year,
you have released Domi 2 and Mission.
There are ten years between these
products. How do you assess these ten
years in terms of technological progress?
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Dan Liu: Yes, we were
the pioneers of the
teledildonics industry and
have come a long way
from the first internetcontrolled vibrator to
a complete ecosystem of
Lovense products and services. We
have grown and developed together with the
market, and today our greatest pride is our team
of developers who come up with and create
those unique solutions that make us one of the
market leaders. Lovense holds more than 50
technology patents in the US, Europe, and Asia,
and we won’t stop there! We are constantly
listening to feedback from our customers to
create the most comfortable and enjoyable
design and make meaningful changes to the
hardware. And, at the same time, we continue
to improve the functionality and expand the area
of applicability of our toys.
As for the technological progress of the past
10 years, I would call it colossal. We have
entered the era of digitalisation, and the sex tech
industry is keeping up with the times. Today,
Lovense sex toys are not only the manufactured
object itself, but also the most modern software,
a huge number of accompanying functions, the
ability to sync toys with other toys and electronic
devices, as well as webcam and porn sites. As I
mentioned above, this is a complete ecosystem,
and we continue to work on expanding and
improving it.

And how do you evaluate these ten years in
terms of the acceptance of the teledildonics
product category?
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Dan Liu: This is a very important topic and
thank you for bringing it up. Unquestionably, we
note progress in the de-stigmatisation of the
industry, but this process is slow, and in certain
regions of the world it is not moving at all. We
are still very limited in the promotion of our
products in most countries of the world, and we
cannot openly show or describe them. But there
are also positive trends. Several years ago, sex
toys began to enter the lives of the mainstream
audience. Demand for sex toys began to grow
at a constant rate, and the lockdown caused by
the coronavirus pandemic pushed this process
even further.
Social institutions and society itself have
responded to this growing interest in sex toys
among the population. Reviews and ratings
of sex toys are appearing more in the media.
Popular sex bloggers and influencers have
started making text and video reviews of popular
toys. For instance, a few video reviews of one of
our hits, Lush, has more than a million views on
YouTube. Many websites and blogs dedicated
to sex toys and sexual wellbeing have appeared.
This explosive growth of the industry could not
even be ignored by the Consumer Technology
Association, and, for the first time ever,
manufacturers of smart pleasure products were
allowed to participate in CES 2019.
More and more people are purchasing sex
toys. They also consider using sex toys normal
and even useful in their sexual expression and
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relationships. Sex tech is getting deeper into
people’s daily lives. Soon, I’m sure having a
smart sex toy will become as common as
owning a smartphone or a fitness tracker.

How does Lovense position itself in the
teledildonics segment? Which corporate
philosophy do you follow? What does the
Lovense brand stand for?

security of all our services. Just a few days
ago, we successfully completed a joint project
with the QBit cyber lab, which we worked on
for about 8 months. QBit tested our toys and
software for vulnerabilities, and we fixed these
vulnerabilities. We will continue to work on
these issues.
As for the brand values, we stand for any
equality, including sexual equality. Everyone
should be able to openly express their sexuality,
and we will try our best to help people with our
toys and services. ‘Sex tech for every bedroom’
is our motto, and we will always follow it.

Who is your target group and what does this
target group expect from your products?

Dan Liu: We are one of the leaders and a
trendsetter in the smart sex toys market.
This imposes a certain responsibility. When
developing and creating new products, the
most important things for us are quality, safety,
and innovation. I’m not just talking about the
physical safety of our toys, but also the cyber
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Dan Liu: Lovense has two global audiences:
webcam models and mainstream customers.
Regarding the mainstream audience, the core
of this audience is people from 21 to 35 years
old. We have a very good relationship with our
customers, and we value it very much. Many
of our clients help us make our products better
and improve the quality of our services. They
are happy to participate in focus groups and
testing sessions. Of course, as is typical of
millennials, they are very demanding and pay
great attention to safety and environmental
friendliness. In this, our views coincide with
them, because the safety and quality of
materials are at the forefront of our attention.
Also, the functionality of toys is important to
our consumers, and we do not let them down.
The Lovense ecosystem offers many different
options to suit every taste.
It’s probably not an exaggeration to say that
Lovense toys are the first choice for webcam
models, and we do a lot to support this.
Lovense toys are synced with the top 25
camming sites, allowing tippers to control
models’ toys online. We have developed
software specifically for models, including
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Lovense Browser and Lovense Extension.
Now, we are actively implementing the Lovense
Display Panel, which combines all the necessary
tools and settings for camming into one userfriendly interface. This simplifies the work of the
webcam model as much as possible.

Have the consumers’ demands on your
products increased in the last years?
Dan Liu: The market is growing and so is
demand. According to various estimates, the
volume of the sex market is from 30 to 40
billion dollars a year and is growing rapidly. Our
sales have been growing by 200-300% per
year over the past few years. As I mentioned
above, the absolute sales leaders are the North
American and European markets, but we are
happy to see how sex tech is also reaching
other regions of the world and gaining more
and more fans. In this regard, the markets
of South America and Oceania are growing
fantastically fast, and we also see great
potential in the markets of East and SouthEast Asia. Yes, demand is growing, and the
geography is expanding - and with them,
competition is subtilizing.
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Is it more difficult to be successful with new
products nowadays than it used to be because
modern technologies are used for almost all
sex toys today? Remote control, apps etc. are
no longer unique selling points...
Dan Liu: You are absolutely correct, with the
growth of the market and the popularity of
smart sex toys, competition is also intensifying.
The threshold of minimum requirements for
a product, on the part of the consumer, is
constantly increasing. Before, app control
caused surprise or admiration. Now it is a
necessary minimum for a popular product.
This is why we at Lovense are focused on
expanding the application areas of our toys to
offer consumers a wide range of opportunities
and new experiences of sexual pleasure.
We have created, and are constantly improving,
a complete environment (an ecosystem based
on the Lovense smart sex toy) which can
be connected or synchronised with a large
number of devices and services through the
Lovense Remote and Lovense Connect mobile
applications.
Lovense Remote, an app for mainstream users,
ensures access to all the basic functions of
the toy, such as remote control, alarm, music
functions, a library of vibration patterns, and so
on. The Remote App also allows you to sync
toys with a large number of popular services.
Any Lovense toy can be connected to Spotify,
and it will vibrate synchronously with the music.
Also, owners of our toys have the option to
control the toy by voice when syncing with
Amazon’s Alexa.
We are focusing on creating maximum
immersiveness. We have synced the toys with
the VR porn site Virtual Real Porn, where you
can enjoy 3D porn while using the VR kit. A
Lovense toy will vibrate, rotate, or oscillate
synchronously with what is happening on the
screen. But we went even further and released
Lovense Media Player in August of this year – a
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multimedia platform for Windows that allows
users to expand the familiar experience of
watching locally stored videos. Supporting
both traditional 2D videos and VR videos (by
using VR kit), Lovense Media Player syncs with
all Lovense toys, providing a whole new level
of engagement when watching porn, home
videos, music clips, or movies.

The Lovense Connect app is designed for
webcam models and includes options for
streaming and syncing with camming sites.
This gives viewers the ability to control the
model’s toys. Also, the Lovense toy vibrates
when the model receives a tip from a fan.
According to our surveys, using the Lovense
toy significantly increases the model’s profit,
and the toy control option is one of the most
popular among tippers.
Of course, we are still working on expanding
our network, and we will soon delight our fans
with new integrations and exciting news!
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How many products does your current range
include, and what features do the individual
products offer?
Dan Liu: We currently offer nine toys: Nora,
a leading rabbit vibrator; Max 2, our secondgeneration male masturbator; Lush 2, a
versatile egg vibrator and one of our most
iconic toys; Hush, our live-action, teledildonic
butt plug; Ambi, a playful and adaptable bullet
vibrator; Osci 2, our innovative, first-of-its-kind,
oscillating toy; Domi 2, a compact, portable
and intensely powerful wand massager; Edge,
a hands-free, adjustable prostate massager,
and Mission, a brand new depth-controlled
G-spot vibrator.
All Lovense toys can be connected with each
other via the Lovense Remote App. There are
also 3 options for syncing:
1. 2-way long distance sex (or real-sex
replication). This option is available for Max 2,
Nora, and Mission in any combination (MaxNora, Max-Max, Nora-Mission, Nora-Nora,
and so on). Connected through Lovense
Remote app, both toys can react to each
other`s movements. For instance, if a woman
masturbates with Nora, then the Max 2
synchronised with it, reacts to the speed and
frequency of Nora‘s vibrations. In this case,
each of the toys can control its pair.
2. 1-way long distance sex (Max/Nora/Mission
+ another Lovense toy). For instance, Max 2
makes Lush 2 vibrate, but the Lush 2 user
cannot use her toy to control Max 2. In this
case, the owner of Max/Nora/Mission controls
the other toy.
3. Control Panel Sync (via Lovense Remote
App) - any combination of Lovense toys, with
one of two users controlling both toys with the
slider in the Lovense Remote app.
You can also share control on your toy to
anyone who has Lovense Remote app by
sending them a specific code. This feature is
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All of this is accompanied by the broad
functionality I explained in previous answers. In
other words, if we summarise the above, we
work in two main directions: We create new
sex toys that bring maximum pleasure and
meet the highest quality standards, and we
also develop a partner network and various
integrations to provide our users with a large
selection of useful and pleasant options for
interacting with Lovense toys.

Which distribution channels do you use to market your products?

popular among users who love kinky fun but
want to remain anonymous.
We also organise online events for our fans.
The largest of them is Lovense Orgy. We hold
it once a year, and the last one was in April.
Lovense Orgy is held on Twitter, and people
can alternately control the vibrations of other
participants of the Orgy and allow others to
control their toy. The Orgy lasts 24 hours,
and, at its peak, tens of thousands of people
participated in it simultaneously.
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Dan Liu: We are working to make Lovense a
global brand. Currently, our main markets are
North America and Europe. However, we are
focusing on international distribution and allowing the experts to get our products to market
in most regions. We’ve recently signed new
distributors in Eastern Europe, Australia, South
America, and Africa, SEA region. We are also
strengthening our presence in the US. We are
in discussions with some larger retailers to carry
our products in all their stores nationwide.
Our website Lovense.com remains our main
sales channel Having our own warehouses in
most regions of the world, and a well-configured
logistics network, allows us to sell and deliver
Lovense products to almost all countries around
the world. In addition, we are actively developing
cooperation with e-commerce marketplaces
such as Amazon, Ebay, JD, and others. We are
also working on developing and expanding our
own network of affiliates.

What do you have planned for the coming
months in terms of product releases? Which
innovations can we expect?
Dan Liu: We are always looking to bring new
products to market that either service an unmet
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“WE ARE FOC USING ON
CRE ATING MAXIMUM
IMME RSIV E NE SS.”
DAN LIU

need or provide a substantially better solution
than what’s available. I will not reveal all our
secrets, but I can say that in the near future, we
will surprise Lovense fans with completely new
models of toys, as well as updates to existing
ones. In the coming years, we plan to significantly expand our product portfolio. We continue
to work on integrating Lovense toys with video,
3D and VR content, as well as with equipment
that reproduces this content. We are currently
implementing an interesting project that I hope
we will be able to tell everyone about very soon.

What will the market for sex tech and
teledildonics look like in the future?

Dan Liu: The market of sex tech will certainly
continue to grow rapidly. This will be facilitated
by a wider acceptance of the normality of
owning and using sex toys, as well as the
continued de-stigmatisation of pleasure
products in society.
In addition, the increase in the functionality
of toys, their synchronisation with video,
VR content, video, and mobile games, with
other devices that surround us, will certainly
attract even more people and allow them
to experience a completely new level of
enjoyment. We at Lovense will continue to
explore, invent, develop, and delight our fans
with new, delicious products to ensure sex tech
for every bedroom!
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Dreamgirl really is a must-have in any lingerie section
Dr e am g ir l a d d s to i ts i n te r n a ti o n a l p r e s e n c e by co lla bo ra ting with SH OTS

Ard van den Brandhof,
head buyer at SHOTS

Barry Revzen,
CEO of Dreamgirl

In part one of this twopronged interview, the
head buyer of SHOTS, Ard
van den Brandhof, explains
why the Dutch distributor
decided to add the Dreamgirl brand to their lingerie
range. And in part two,
Barry Revzen, the CEO of
that self-same brand, tells
us why Dreamgirl stands
apart from the multitude of
other lingerie collections
on the market.

In a press release, SHOTS described
Dreamgirl as an ‘American icon’. What
exactly do you mean by this?
Ard van den Brandhof: Dreamgirl is a
well-known brand across America. The
brand is famous for its high-quality, sexy
designs. They are true trendsetters in
the sexy lingerie market and have a very
passionate team behind the name. So,
when we talk about sexy lingerie, we
must absolutely mention the American
icon - Dreamgirl.

The press release further states that the
brand has not yet received the attention it
deserves in Europe. How do you intend to
change that?
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Ard: SHOTS has a great platform with a
wide client base and a hands-on team to
spread the Dreamgirl story and promote
the brand’s products. We’ll start by creating awareness among our existing customers and then seek out new potential
customers. Dreamgirl is not just a product
for erotic stores; is also suitable for high
street fashion boutiques because making
women feel confident and sexy is good in
any market.

What does the collaboration with Dreamgirl mean for your expansion in the lingerie
category?
Ard: An iconic brand like Dreamgirl is
always necessary if you want to offer a
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good assortment. It’s a valuable addition and
will form a great base for the SHOTS lingerie
category. A sexy, trendy brand like Dreamgirl
should be part of every lingerie collection.

You add new products to your range constantly. How do you plan to give all the brands the
same attention and is there a risk of the brands
cannibalising each other?

Ard: Dreamgirl has huge potential in Europe
because of its sizing. These products are made
to fit multiple female body shapes. They have
been very well thought out with regard to fabric
choices and shapes for different sizes. What
consumers get here is high-quality lingerie at
a reasonable price. And did I mention that the
new collection has a few European influences
which are sure to be a big hit?

Ard: The team selects all brands and products
very carefully; they really need to complement
each other to make sense. The SHOTS formula
for success has always been offering a wide
assortment of products and brands. Anyone
who works with the SHOTS team knows they
are all about the personal approach. The team
carefully launches brands one line at a time,
starting with a first selection and then adding
more products from there. Our lovely sales
expert Maura Claes has already been speaking
with a lot of customers, introducing each new
brand individually and describing their unique
selling points. Even in these uncertain times,
the team is eager to lend a hand and create
the right assortment for each store. We must
remember that Europe is made up of many
different customers, not only with different
stores but also different cultures, languages,
climates, and national trends. So, if we want to
keep fulfilling our customer’s needs, it’s
necessary for us to be able to offer all these
different brands.

Why should every retailer have Dreamgirl products on their shelves?

How much potential does SHOTS see for
Dreamgirl on the European market?

Are there any other lingerie distribution
agreements planned for the near future?
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Ard: Dreamgirl adds a WOW factor to any store
when it comes to lingerie. The designs are as
eye-catching as the story and photography
surrounding them. What is good for SHOTS
is also good for retailers - Dreamgirl really is a
must-have in any lingerie section.

Will SHOTS offer the full range of Dreamgirl
products?
Ard: We’ll begin with a good selection of
products from the current collection. Then,
we’ll add the latest 2021 collection. Eventually,
we will offer the full range, or as close to the full
range as possible. We like to do this in waves,
that way we can evaluate what styles work and
not overwhelm our customers with too much
choice. When there is too much choice, it
makes picking the right products much harder.
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Ard: SHOTS is still growing daily, and
we always have some cool new partnerships or plans up our sleeve. So, watch this
space and don’t forget you can contact our
sales lady Maura Claes if you have further
questions or want to book an in-depth
training session.

Can you tell us about the history of the
Dreamgirl brand?
Barry Revzen: Dreamgirl was founded
42 years ago as a ‘lotions and potions’
company with a smattering of sexy lingerie.
Since then, we have seen a steady growth year
after year, and today, we have established the
company as an international manufacturer of
quality lingerie and hosiery, offering a gorgeous
array of styling from sexy fetish to beautiful,
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classic lingerie. In addition to our on-trend
lingerie, Dreamgirl is also known for our
innovative Halloween costumes for women
and men. And 4 years ago, we launched
our wig line of character, natural, and
fashion wigs which has been a huge success!
Today we ship over 3 million units per year
to over 2,000 retailers in all business
segments: specialty, e-commerce, and
mass market.

What is the brand philosophy behind
Dreamgirl?
Barry: Our commitment to our customers is
a promise of excellent customer service and
consistently delivering exciting, high-quality,
on-trend products at compelling price points.
Our aim is to always exceed your expectations.
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Being apart teaches us how to be together, that’s why, when it comes to celebrating love and
pleasure, technology and design work together so you break the distance barrier. Presenting SVAKOM’s
Connexion Series, a collection of 5 new, app-controlled, pieces that promise you an unbeatable
interactive experience.

Ella Neo
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Phoenix Neo

Vick Neo
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Check the collection of SVAKOM at www.eropartner.com
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Which selling points help your products stick
out in the highly competitive lingerie market?
Barry: At Dreamgirl, attention to details is key.
Our designers do extensive research in order to
capture the latest trends that translate beautifully into exciting and sensual styles. For 2021,
the trends range from bondage-inspired lingerie
to luxurious ‘meant to be seen pieces’ that will
peak out of a jacket or shirt. From strappy to
ruching to rings and studs or feminine embroideries… All of these trends will be integrated
into our newest designs for our 2021 Collection. In addition to the gorgeous designs we
present every year, we pride ourselves on our
excellent fit. This is most noticeable with our
styles for curvy women. When fitting for the
fuller figure, we often make specific design
changes to give it a more flattering fit. Exquisite
designs, excellent fit…all at compelling price
points - that is what makes Dreamgirl lingerie
stand apart from the competition

Can you give us an overview of your current
range?
Barry: Dreamgirl offers a full range of internationally lauded styles, including luxe hanging lingerie, playful bedroom costumes, flirty
loungewear, provocative hosiery, and sexy,
cost-conscious packaged intimates. All Dreamgirl lingerie styles are created from the highest-quality fabrics, trims, and embellishments

Which trends are currently shaping the lingerie
market?
Barry: As we launch our 2021 Collection, the
trends you will see are:
• Bondage inspired lingerie – not fetish, just
powerful designs that acknowledge a wom
an’s confidence in her body and sensuality
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GUILTY PLEASURE BDSM
Guilty Pleasure is an exclusive brand of
Tonga, our showpiece collection that is
different, remarkable and spectacular!
We aim to offer our customers unique
garments that you won’t find at any
other supplier, with a fetish look and
great wearing comfort in the Fetish
Wear collection, and exciting, stylish
gear in the Bondage collection. We
proudly invite you to explore our Guilty
Pleasure collections.

EXPLORE
info@tongabv.com

+31 (0) 115 566 322
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• Luxurious - ‘special occasion’ lingerie that is
often designed with ‘meant to be seen’ de
tails. With these, you make every day a
special day and create feel-good moments
by wearing these luxe items.
• And as we always say at Dreamgirl, it’s all
in the details - strappy, grommet tape laceup, rings and studs, ruching, feminine floral
embroideries, fishnet and strip combinations,
ultra-sheer fabrics, etc.

Barry: We are excited about our partnership
with SHOTS. As we continue to grow our international business, SHOTS is a natural partner.

Is SHOTS your only distributor for the European
market?
Barry: No. We have other distributors throughout Europe.

“ TH E S H OT S FORMULA FOR S UCC E SS HAS ALWAY S BE E N OFFE RING A W IDE
A S S OR TM EN T OF P RODUCT S AN D BRANDS.”
A R D VA N D E N B R A N D H O F

Which target group do you aim for with these
products?
Barry: At Dreamgirl, we believe every woman is
a dream girl.

How have customer demands on your brand
and products changed over the years?

How do you rate the lingerie market in Europe?
How does it stack up against your home market in the US, for example?
Barry: We feel the European market has huge
potential for Dreamgirl. The US market right
now is strong in lingerie, and we feel the same
opportunity is available in Europe.

Barry: We have found that women are more
comfortable with their bodies and sexuality
nowadays. That has inspired us to push the
envelope on design and what we offer our
customers.

Recently, you added a new distributor partner, SHOTS. How did this cooperation come
about?
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Be quick –
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I am not just trying to sell a

product, I am providing an experience
Se x e d uc at o r L i n n e a M a r i e e x p a n d s h e r p l e a sure business with E x x x iteMe.co m

Pleasure advocate Linnea Marie is taking her career to new heights with the launch of several new services in
her consulting business at ExxxiteMe.com. Linnea is well-known around the industry for her sex-ed insights and
cheerleader-like approach to sex coaching. Earlier this year, she re-launched her website with a new design
aimed at better steering clients to her myriad consulting services. She’s also added a curated line-up of Linneaapproved sex toys and lubes at affordable prices. Whether coaching couples in self-discovery or consulting with a
manufacturer on creative design and marketing, Linnea describes herself as an enthusiastic advocate for sexpositivity. Her entire business revolves around changing the way we think about and discuss all things sex. Linnea
lives and works in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where she’s since become a known local brand for encouraging,
educating, and sprinkling sex positivity everywhere she goes. As Linnea delves further into her career as a retailer
and both B2B and B2C consultant, she continues to focus on sex education as a cornerstone of her personal
brand. She’s currently in the process of becoming a Certified Clinical Sex Coach through the Dr. Rachael Institute,
a sex coaching school certified by the American College of Sexologists. As 2020 comes a climactic close, Linnea
Marie is diving head first into a full-time career as the go-to source for industry brands and consumers alike.

You’ve had a website and mini web
store for years, but what was the
catalyst that inspired this big re-vamp
of your online home?
Linnea Marie: It was about damn time for
an upgrade! I’ve had that website since
the beginning of my Adult Industry and
Sexuality Education journey in 2011 and
HOORAY for growth! I have added so
much more education and experience to
my portfolio and career, that I wanted to
display those accomplishments. Having
a one-stop shop for people to find my
workshop and class info, shopping
pleasure products, booking consultations,
and reading my blogs is a dream come
true. Sex Education is so needed in this
society and I am happy to contribute to
the betterment of it by being able to have
a safe and socially-consious place for
knowledge and sexual goodness. People
are deserving of pleasure information.

Linnea Marie is taking her
career to new heights with
the launch of several new
services in her consulting
business at ExxxiteMe.com
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How have you branded your character
and personality as a part of the full client
experience, including your educational content
and social media feed?
Linnea Marie: I wanted to showcase my bright
and vibrant personality. I love bright colors,
sex talk, and sex toys which Gabbi of Zen
Aesthetics captured perfectly with this new
website look. Another source of inspiration for
creating this website is the constant censorship
of social media. I have been deleted and
reported many times. It’s honestly a struggle
but having this forever website will give
access to this information and these products
regardless of social media.

3

What client services are you most excited to
highlight and offer with this new website?
Linnea Marie: I am super excited for my
one-on-one consultations. I really enjoy taking
the time out to get to know my clients, we get
down to the real questions, issues, curiosities,
and desires. These confidential consultations
allow the client to be authentic and without
judgement, due to the personal nature of some
topics. I am also in the process of becoming
a Certified Clinical Sex Coach through the
Dr. Rachael Institute, which is recognized by
the American College of Sexologists. That
education is providing me with more knowledge
and know-how to better help everyone. I
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absolutely can’t wait to work with more
couples. Couples that explore together have
a happier and healthier relationship, and that’s
what I’m all about!

for eager and open minded individuals. It’s a
very fun and rewarding experience for me. I
enjoy discussing their desires and being able
to provide them with the best option for their
pleasure and enjoyment. I am always adding
more items for a larger variety of products
to choose from. Every body is different and
everyone is deserving of a happy and satisfying
sex life. Whether that involves more toys and
tricks, or simply enjoying the sex life they are
currently experiencing.

Your new website also showcases a retail
section with a curated collection of sex toys.
How have you additionally branded yourself as
a retailer alongside your consulting services?
Linnea Marie: My shop is one of my most
prized possessions. I love being able to
provide individuals access to pleasure
products. I enjoy researching different products
and trends to bring everyone great items. I am
not just trying to sell a product, I am providing
an experience. And the best experience is
catered around my clients, because they
deserve nothing but the best! Knowledge and
pleasure products go hand in hand and make
for the ultimate sexual encounter. Adding toys
to sex and personal pleasure is like adding the
surround sound to an action packed movie - it
makes for an exhilarating adventure!

What parts of your current client services and
offerings will you be excited to expand or dig
further into?
Linnea Marie: I want to grow and dig deeper
in all areas. More over all content, like more
workshop topics, blogging, products, and
consultations. I want to expand further into
being a personal consultant and resource
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How will you be serving clients for the
foreseeable future due to COVID group
gathering and travel restrictions? Do you
have anything special to offer during this time
to keep clients motivated and seeking your
expertise?

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent

Linnea Marie: This national crisis is truly
heartbreaking. It has changed the course of
so much. This is of course aside from and
certainly not secondary to the tragedies
we’re still hearing of daily. Many in-person
events, conventions, and workshops had to
be canceled. I am offering more online and
virtual workshops and consultations, which
are working wonderfully. People can get help,
tips, and assistance all in the comfort of their
own home, which can alleviate stress. When
someone books a consultation with me they
receive 10% off their purchase of any pleasure
products. I also have occasional sales and am
constantly adding to inventory! Pleasure and
Orgasms for all!
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The million-dollar question: Has the erotic
market proven crisis-proof during the
Corona pandemic?
Mario Romero: I think so! The market
for erotic products has proven to be resistant to the pandemic and I even think
that these are essential products for all
people. So I think the pandemic makes
our industry more powerful.

What was your childhood ambition?
Mario Romero: As a child, I was always
a dreamer. I was a boy who had many
ambitions. My parents said that I was
very dreamy and that every day, I had a
different dream; one day I thought I was
going to be a policeman, the next day I
wanted to be a firefighter or a professional athlete. But I think something inside
me always knew that my destiny was to
be a businessman.

There are moments whose
impact can change your entire
life. In the case of Mario Romero,
the head of International Dreamlove, that moment came
when this former workplace was
robbed several years ago. This
incident ultimately led to him to
becoming involved in the erotic
industry. It may seem like a
strange correlation, but all is explained in this edition of Monthly
Mayhem, which also sees Mario
talking about Mexico City, the
Beatles, Angela Merkel and well, who else? - Donald Trump.

How did you get into the industry?
Mario Romero: Good question!! I have
to tell you it was by chance. I was studying administration and accounting in
Spain and then I went to do an internship
in San Diego (United States) because I
wanted to improve my English. When I
finished the internship, I returned to Spain
and they hired me at a five-star hotel. I
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was working for about two years as a
reception manager, managing the tasks
of the staff and reviewing the accounting,
I loved the job because it allowed me to
meet many people from other countries.
One day, we had a robbery, and they
stole all the money in addition to causing
me physical damage. I was afraid to
go back to work because I felt unsafe.
When I returned, I felt that it was not my
place any longer. I was looking into other
opportunities, and I had relatives who
had erotic shops. Occasionally, I bought
erotic toys online and in bricks and mortar stores, and this made me consider
changing lanes and making this my new
project. So, it was a wonderful coincidence that I ended up dedicating myself to
this sector, and it definitely changed my
life forever.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would
you be doing now?
Mario Romero: I am sure I would be
working for an international company
where I would be in contact with people
from other countries. I am passionate
about being able to improve the commercial and international relations of
any company in order to improve the
business flow. Surely, I would be working as a sales or purchasing manager,
but to tell you the truth, this is a difficult
question to answer. I have fought a lot
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Mario Romero
Que sti ons & A nsw e r s
for my dreams, and I believe that if you work
hard, you will accomplish your dreams in the
end. Therefore, I cannot imagine my life being
different from what it is right now. But I am
sure that if it were different, it would be as I
have told you.

residence in Spain. I would like to be able to
develop business in other parts of the world
and to know other cultures. I would like to
convey my philosophy of life to my children so
that they will value work and effort.

How do you envision the future of
the industry?

What was the biggest step in your career?
Mario Romero: When I started in the erotic
sector, it was the most difficult step of my
professional life. I felt that in general people
had a closed mind when it came to sexuality.
I had to convince everyone that these were
products that improved relationships. Also, it
was difficult to find workers who wanted to be
involved in a project like this. For years, convincing people around me made me think that
everything was going to be this difficult forever,
and clearly the most important step in my
career was to start in this sector. Remember,
in 2007 people in Europe did not have an open
mind about sex toys that. Buying sex toys was
nothing like buying a newspaper or any other
product.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Mario Romero: I am still young, I am only 38
years old and I hope I will have a long career.
I also have twin children. In ten years, I see
myself working on my business projects but
in a different way. I would like to live in different parts of the world and not have a fixed
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Mario Romero: Well, looking at the evolution
of the last ten years, I believe that the new
generation of consumers will have a more
open mind and I believe that everyone will
have the possibility of having sex toys. It will
be something normal and I think it will be
much more widespread in the world.
I sincerely hope that it will be a much more
professional world where people with qualified
training are leading our sector and customers
have much more information. As I mentioned,
I‘ve always been a dreamer, and I hope this
dream comes true!

What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Mario Romero: I am very rigorous with
my work time so that my children can have
a normal routine at home. But if I had to
define the perfect working day, it would be
8 to 3. Throughout my professional life,
I have always worked 8-10 hours a day or
even more. I have to admit that dedicating
myself to a job that I like never made me
look at the clock.
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- I do it every day - but when I was younger,
the goal of being a cyclist and reaching the
goals I set for myself each day made me think
that everything in life is possible when you
really want it.

Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner?

How do you relax after work?
Mario Romero: I never relax. Having two
twin boys at home, I don‘t have much time for
anything except to raise them the best way I
can, to play with them every day, and to convey good values to them so that they are good
people in the future. I don‘t really usually have
free time to relax but I am very happy with my
current occupation.

Who would you consider your role model and
why?
Mario Romero: I don‘t have a definitive role
model because I really like living the life that
I have. I am happy with my partner, with my
children, and with my professional life. I really
like sports and I pay attention to elite athletes a
lot. I believe that if you are able to compete in a
sport effectively you can develop any business. When I was 20 years old, I dedicated
myself to being a cyclist. I still continue cycling
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Mario Romero: I think there are many people
who deserve a medal. It would be awarded
to a person who contributes to a better world
without having an economic agenda. I like
people who fight for the rights of others and
make the laws change to improve the lives of
people. Without a doubt, I would give this medal to someone who has fought for the rights
of others.

Which personal success are you proud of?
Mario Romero: Clearly fighting for my children. When they were born, they had serious
health problems and I was fighting for months
to get them healthy. I spent months at the hospital, fighting every day. That made me change
my life because you realise that life is very
fragile. When I was taking care of my children,
I saw that the world could be so much better if
there were good people who fight for a better
life for everyone. My great personal success
was giving all my love to my children so that
they can live healthily for the rest of their lives.

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Mario Romero: I like my ability to be patient.
To be tolerant and above all to listen to others.
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Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Mario Romero: Hahaha, this question is very
funny. If I have to limit it to only one person... I
would never want to see Donald Trump naked.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema
and what film would you watch?
Mario Romero: Well, clearly I would love to go
see a Disney movie with my kids. My daughter
likes the Frozen movies, so now I‘m in Disney
mode.

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?

I see that everyone talks about their intelligence and their ability to do things, but very few
people know how to listen to others.

Which vice could you never forgive?
Mario Romero: I don‘t think I could ever forgive drugs, I hate seeing people ruin their lives
because of drugs or alcohol. It is something I
could not forgive.

What song do you sing in the shower?
Mario Romero: I really like black gospel music
and I sing a lot of songs like ‚Something‘ by
The Beatles. Fortunately, I have no neighbours,
because they would throw me out of the
house.
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Mario Romero: In a month I would have time
to do a lot of things. First, I would like to go to
Thailand, then I would like to go back to Japan, the Macao Islands, the Madeira Islands or
Cancun. On an European level, I would love to
visit and get to know the north of Spain better,
and to return to Denmark, which is a country
that I absolutely love.

Which three things would you take with you to
a deserted island?
Mario Romero: I would take a lighter to make
a fire, a fishing pole, and Ibuprofen in case I
fell ill. That is three things to ensure food and
health, hehehe.

If you could swap lives with somebody for a
day, who would it be?
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Mario Romero: I would like to be the President of the United States for a day, but more
in the Barack Obama era than in the current
Trump era. Angela Merkel also draws my attention. I would switch places with her for just
one day to see what it feels like to make decisions in a country like Germany that I admire.

Is there anything you would never do again?
Mario Romero: I would never return to Mexico
City. I experienced the earthquake of September 19, 2017 in Mexico City. I was in the city

Do you have some good advice you want to
share with our readers?
Mario Romero: I have been a dreamer since I
was born, and I have also seen many dreams
come true. I have also experienced many
dangerous situations in life, and if I had to give
advice it would be ‚Do what makes you really
happy without hurting anyone else. Nobody
cares about your life but try to go through this
world leaving behind a trace of happiness so
that you are remembered for how well you did
something instead of something bad‘.

“VERY F EW P EOP LE KNOW HOW TO L ISTE N TO OTHE RS.”
MARIO ROMERO

for work, and it was a very difficult and horrible
situation. It is something that I would not like to
live through again, and that is why I promised
myself never to return to that city. Also, I would
never ride a roller coaster in an amusement
park, it is something I would never do again. I
am very fearful, and it gave me a panic attack
to lose control for a few moments. I was white
as a sheet and in a state of shock when I left
that place.
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